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Ascent and Eruption of Basaltic Magma on the Earth and Moon 
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Geological and physical observations and constraints are applied to the development of a model of the 
ascent and emplacement of basaltic magma on the earth and moon. Mathematical models of the nature 
and motion of gas/liquid mixtures are developed and show that gas exsolution from terrestrial and lunar 
magmas commonly only occurs at shallow depths (less than 2 km); thus the ascent of bubble-free magma 
at depth can be treated separately from the complex motions caused by gas exsolution near the surface. 
Magma ascent is related to dike or conduit width; a lower limit to width is determined by the presence of 
a finite magma yield strength or by excessive magma cooling effects related to magma viscosity. For ter- 
restrial basalts with negligible yield strengths and viscosities greater than 102 Pa s, widths in the range 
0.2-0.6 m are needed to allow eruptions from between depths of 0.5-20 km. Fissure widths of about 4 m 
would be needed to account for the output rates estimated for the Columbia River flood basalt eruptions. 
As the magma nears the surface, bubble coalescence will tend to occur, leading to intermittent explosive 
strombolian-style activity. For commonly occurring lunar and terrestrial basalts the magma rise speed 
must be greater than 0.5-1 m/s if strombolian activity is to be avoided and relatively steady fire fountain- 
ing is to take place. Terrestrial fire fountain heights are dictated by the vertical velocity of the magma/ 
gas dispersion emerging through the vent, increasing with increasing magma gas content and mass erup- 
tion rate, and decreasing with increasing magma viscosity. Terrestrial fire fountain heights up to 500 m 
imply the release of up to 0.4 wt % water from the magma, corresponding to initial water contents up to 
0.6 wt %. The presence of extremely long lava flows and sinuous rilles on the moon has often been cited 
as evidence for very high extrusion rates and thus a basic difference between terrestrial and lunar mag- 
mas and crustal environments. However, the differences between terrestrial and lunar magma theologies 
and crustal environments do not lead to gross differences between the effusion rates expected on the two 
planetary bodies, for similar-sized conduits or fissures. Thus the presence of these features implies only 
that tectonic and other forces associated with the onset of some lunar eruptions were such as to allow 
wide fissures or conduits to form. The surface widths of elongate fissure vents need be no wider than 10 
m to allow mass eruption rates up to 10 times larger than those proposed for terrestrial flood basalt erup- 
tions; 25-m widths would allow rates 100 times larger. It therefore appears unlikely that source vents on 
the moon with widths greater than a few tens of meters represent the true size of the unmodified vent. 
The main volatile released from lunar magmas was probably carbon monoxide, released in amounts pro- 
portionally less thar:-terrestrial magmas by more than an order of magnitude. However, decompression 
to the near-zero ambient lunar atmospheric pressure causes much greater energy release per unit mass 
and this, coupled with vertical and horizontal expansion of the gas, suggests a much more efficient use of 
the available gas on the moon than on the earth. Some amount of magma disruption must always have 
taken place in lunar eruptions unless the gas content was truly zero or the magma possessed an appre- 
ciable yield strength. Pyroelastic deposits, such as the extensive lunar dark mantling material, could be 
produced from a single source vent and extend to diameters of up to 200 km. Such deposits could result 
either from steady eruptions at high effusion rates (with less than 1% of the magma disrupted into sub- 
millimeter droplets) or low effusion rate eruptions in which strombolian activity occurred. The wide dis- 
persal of pyroelastic debris is a result of small particles being locked into the expanding gas cloud. Fi- 
nally, we consider the details of basaltic eruption processes on the moon and predict the nature and 
geometry of several types of volcanic landforms (flows, pyroelastic blankets and cones, cinder and spatter 
ridges, etc.) that should result from specific eruption conditions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we attempt to draw together various ideas 
concerning the eruption of, principally, basaltic liquids on 
planets and to obtain detailed relationships giving the depen- 
dence of the magma rise speed and mass eruption rate in open 
conduits on both the magma properties (viscosity, density, 
yield strength, volatile content, and composition) and the pa- 
rameters of the conduit system (fissure width and length, 
source region depth, planetary gravity, and lithostatic pressure 
gradient). We consider only direct eruption to the surface of 
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magma stored in a reservoir at depth; we are not concerned 
here with the emplacement of such reservoirs by ascent of 
large magma bodies through the lithosphere (which has been 
studied by Weertrnan [1971a], Fedotov [1977b], Marsh [1978], 
and Marsh and Kantha [1978]) or with the propagation of 
cracks to form dikes or sills before the onset of an eruption 
(treated by Weertrnan [1971b], Johnson and Pollard [1973], 
and Pollard and Muller [1976].). 

A number of important aspects of the eruption process have 
been treated before. Shaw and Swanson [1970] derived the rise 
velocity of a gas-free NewtonJan liquid in a fissure as part of 
an analysis of terrestrial flood-basalt eruptions, and Housley 
[1978] examined several aspects of the expected differences 
between basaltic eruptions on the earth and moon. Fedotov 
[1978] summarized and extended work by several authors on 
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Fig. 1. Basic geometry of fissure or conduit system used in simulated eruptions. Three cases are shown: (a) gas-free 
eruption; (b) eruption in which gas is exsolved but gas volume fraction never reaches a large enough value to disrupt 
magma; (c) eruption in which gas volume becomes so large that magma is disrupted into a spray of gas and pyroclasts. The 
variables are defined in the text. 

the cooling by heat loss to the surroundings of a rising, gas- find a pathway via a hssure opened by tectonic forces (which 
free, terrestrial Newtonian magma; he also reviewed the ef- may or may not be associated with the magma generating 
fects of heat generation by viscous dissipation in such a liquid. events [Weertman, 1971b]), or it may produce its own fissure 
Hardee and Larson [1977] improved the treatment of the latter by hydraulic fracturing [Johnson and Pollard, 1973] if there is 
problem. Johnson and Pollard [1973] studied the motion of an adequate local excess pressure in the magma. Such pres- 
gas-free Newtonian, Bingham, and pseudoplastic liquids in sures may be up to 200 bars [Popov, 1973]; Wadge [1977] 
dikes and sills. Delaney and Pollard [1980] have treated the found values up to 150 bars to be applicable to flank eruptions 
time-dependent aspects of the cooling of a liquid (not neces- on Mount Etna, while Aki et al. [1977] inferred values of 
sarily Newtonian) flowing in a dike. Solomon [1975] proposed about 20 bars for magma motion under Kilauea. The source 
a model based on hydrostatic arguments for the eruption of of such excess pressure may be the density difference between 
gas-free lunar mare basalts, and Davies and Stephenson [1977] 
calculated some values for the rise rates of such magmas un- 
der low Reynolds number, laminar flow conditions. 

Several complications appear when the possibility of gas ex- 
solution in the magma is permitted. McGetchin and Ullrich 
[1973] gave solutions (for several planets) for the case of the 
rise of a mixture of released gas and disrupted magma driven 
by an exactly lithostatic pressure gradient in a diatreme. Pai et 
al. [1978] treated the same problem for a particular set of lu- 
nar conditions, introducing explicitly the effective acoustic ve- 
locity in the erupting mixture. Steinberg and Steinberg [1975] 
and Housley [1978] explored the significance of the acoustic 
velocity as a limit on the eruption speed. Wilson et al. [1980] 
studied the general case of the rise of a rhyolitic magma under 
terrestrial conditions, treating each of the following stages in 
the motion: rise of gas-free Newtonian liquid; onset of water 

the magma and the surrounding rocks or may be some non- 
hydrostatic process: examples include convective creep of 
deep materials [Elder, 1976], volume changes on melting 
[Fedotov, 1977a], and gas exsolution after convective stirring 
[Sparks et al., 1978] or as a result of partial crystallization of 
the magma. 

If a fissure is produced tectonically, the width will depend 
on the amount of stress to be relieved and the horizontal ex- 

tent of the strained region; similarly, the length depends on 
the detailed prefracture stress distribution, and it is difficult to 
predict the expected width to length ratio. Fedotov [1978] has 
summarized work on the expected shape of hydraulic frac- 
tures and finds width to length ratios in the range 10 -2 to 10 -3 
in near-surface layers and in the range 10 -3 to 10 -4 in the deep 
crust. 

As an eruption proceeds, fissure widening may occur as a 
or carbon dioxide exsolution, bubble growth to the point of result of wall erosion; however, if a fissure initially opens as a 
magma disruption, rise of gas/clast dispersion, and supersonic 
transition in a vent of suitable shape. We extend this analysis 
to include a variety of likely volatile species exsolved from a 
magma with any viscosity and use studies of bubble rise by 
Sparks [1978] to define the boundary between intermittently 
explosive strombolian activity and steady fire-fountaining. A 

result of a large excess (nonhydrostatic) pressure in the source 
region, then fissure closure may occur as the excess pressure is 
relieved. Since erosion of fissure walls is likely to be greatest 
in those regions where the magma rise velocity is greatest, the 
tendency will be toward localization of the flow of the sheet of 
rising magma in a long, narrow fissure into a small number of 

major aim of this analysis is the prediction of the ranges of discrete, vertical zones. Since, as we shall find shortly (equa- 
conditions under which the various types of lunar basaltic vol- 
canic features were formed. 

II. BASIC CONCEPTS OF MAGMA RISE 

A. Geological Constraints 

A melt which is less dense than its surroundings will tend to 
rise in a gravitational field. In the deep crust or upper mantle 
it may rise diapirically [Ramberg, 1967; Elder, 1976; Fedotov, 
1977b; March, 1978; Marsh and Kantha, 1978]: the surround- 
ing material deforms out of the way. Nearer the surface it may 

tions (13) and (14) below), the rise velocity is proportional to 
(fissure width) 2 for low velocity, laminar flow in a narrow fis- 
sure and is proportional to (fissure width) 1/2 for high velocity, 
turbulent flow in a wide fissure, the flow localization process 
may be most important early on in an eruption, as was ob- 
served, for example, in the case of the 1973 eruption of 
Heimaey, Iceland [Thorarinsson et al., 1973]. 

We are mainly concerned, in this paper, with relationships 
between magma properties and fissure geometry on the one 
hand and magma rise speed and mass flow rate on the other. 
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The mass flow rate is defined as the mass of magma per unit 
time crossing any horizontal plane cutting the fissure; continu- 
ity requires that the mass flow rate in the fissure system be 
equal to the mass erupted per unit time from the surface vent. 
The latter is often expressed as an effusion rate in units of 
magma volume per unit time and may be converted to a mass 
eruption rate by multiplying by the magma density. Since rise 
velocity is controlled, via wall' friction, by the width of a fis- 
sure while mass flow rate depends on both the width and the 
horizontal length (and can be made arbitrarily large by as- 
suming a very long fissure of any given width), it follows that 
the largest rise velocity for a given mass flow rate will be that 
which occurs through a short fissure of any given width; the 
extreme example of such a geometry is flow in a circular con- 
duit (for which the length is equal to the width), and we shall 
treat this case initially, commenting on the properties of long 
fissures as necessary. 

Magma will not reach the surface at all through a fissure 
which is narrower than a certain width or a conduit which is 

smaller than a certain diameter, the limit being set by either 
cooling effects or the presence of a yield strength in the 
magma. (Magma is said to have a yield strength if a finite 
stress must be applied to it in order to cause flow to occur; 
Newtonian liquids have zero yield strength.) There is no 
simple theoretical upper limit to magma rise speed; the limit 
will be set via frictional effects by the width or diameter of the 
largest fissure or conduit produced during the eruption. This 
will be related to the size of tectonic forces if erosion is not im- 

portant or to the size of the available magma source body and 
hence eruption duration if erosion does occur. 

The pressure at any depth in an erupting magma is not 
likely to be greatly different from the local lithostatic pressure 
once steady flow to the surface has been established. If an 
eruption is initiated by an excess pressure in a magma body, 
the overlying rocks will fail when their tensile strength or 
shear strength is exceeded. Similarly, if the pressure in an al- 
ready erupting magma differs from the stress in the surround- 
ing rocks by a sufficient amount, wall failure will occur. The 
strength is likely to be low in the deep crust where rocks can 
deform plastically (and where high stress differentials are un- 
likely to accumulate), low in unconsolidated near-surface lay- 
ers and highest at intermediate levels in the crust--though the 
numerical value of the pressure difference is unlikely to be 
greater than 200 bars at any depth as noted above. In the im- 
mediate vicinity of a volcanic vent, accumulating eruption 
products may be in the form of loose pyroclastic fragments or 
liquid lava. Preexisting surface materials may be fragmented 
debris or old volcanic rocks broken by cooling joints or, on 
any atmosphereless body, an impact-generated regolith. All of 
these materials have essentially zero strength compared with 
lithostatic pressures, and so it is very likely that the pressure in 
an erupting volcanic fluid will become lithostatic over at least 
the last few tens of meters soon after an eruption starts. Even 
where absolute pressures differ from lithostatic values by a 
few tens of bars deeper in a conduit system, the pressure gra- 
dient, which is the driving mechanism for the eruption, will be 
close to the lithostatic gradient, and the two will be assumed 
equal in most of our calculations. 

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the conduit and fissure sys- 
tems treated and defines several of the variables needed. At 

depths great enough that no gas is exsolved (or at all depths 
for a gas-free magma) the magmatic liquid is assumed to have 
density p•, viscosity ,/, and yield strength Sy. It rises through a 

circular conduit of diameter 2r or through an elongate rec- 
tangular fissure with width 2r and length L. The surrounding 
crust has constant density ph, and the acceleration due to grav- 
ity is g, so that at depth h below the surface the lithostatic 
pressure is P -- p•gh. If any gas is exsolved from the magma, it 
first nucleates at depth d,; if enough gas exsolves before a 
given part of the magma reaches the surface, bubbles will 
grow to a close-packed condition and magma disruption will 
occur [Sparks, 1978] at a depth d,•. The magma rise speed will 
be a constant uf in the gas-free region if r does not vary sys- 
tematically with depth (see below); the vertical velocity of the 
eruption products in the vent will be denoted u, when gas is 
present. 

B. Physical Constraints 

The energy equation for a moving Newtonian fluid in 
which the spatial flow field does not change appreciably with 
time may be written [McGetchin and Ullrich, 1973] 

ffff/u= - •---- udu- gdh- •r dh (1) 
where u and p are the local mean values of the magma rise ve- 
locity and density and f is a friction factor. The motion is one 
dimensional in the sense that the mean values of the variables 

are functions only of the depth h. At low Reynolds numbers 
in the laminar flow regime, f is inversely proportional to the 
Reynolds number Re given by 

Re-- 2rug/, 1 (2) 

while at high Reynolds numbers, in turbulent flow, f tends to 
a constant which depends only on wall roughness. An ade- 
quate approximate expression for f is [Wilson et al., 1980] 

A 

f --- •ee q' K (3) 
where K is about 0.01 under most circumstances and A -- 64 

for a circular tube, A -- 24 for a long fissure [e.g., $chlichting, 
1968]. 

The mass eruption rate in the case of a circular tube is M 
given by 

M = pu•rr • (4) 

and the continuity condition dM/dh = 0 implies 

alp+ du + 2 dr =o (5) 
p u r 

For a rectangular fissure, 

M = 2purl (6) 

and so 

i dL dp • du + dr+ 0 (7) p u r -• 

The general expression for the bulk density of the magmatic 
fluid is 

1 n (1 - n) 
-= -+ (8) 
P Pg Pl 

where n is the weight fraction of the mixture which consists of 
exsolved gas and pg is the gas density. Under most conditions 
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the exsolved gas stays in good thermal contact with the liquid 
magma [Wilson et al., 1980], and pg is related to the pressure P 
by 

QT dP dog 
= • or - (9) P Pg rn P pg 

where Q is the universal gas constant, rn is the molecular 
weight of the gas, and T is the bulk temperature. If pressure 
changes occur very rapidly, the adiabatic relationship will be 
more accurate: 

ae (10) p =¾ pg 
where ¾ is the ratio of the specific heats of the gas. 

The equations (1), (8), and (5) or (7), together with the aux- 
iliary definitions (2), (3), and (9) or (10), are adequate to de- 
scribe most of the aspects of magma eruption. The total initial 
magma volatile content must be specified, and the solubility 
of the gas species must be known so that n may be deftned as a 
function of pressure and temperature. Minor changes are 
needed if more than one gas species is exsolved. The above 
treatment neglects the possibility that the temperature T may 
decrease as the magma ascends owing to thermal losses at the 
walls or may increase owing to heat production by viscous dis- 
sipation or gas exsolution; any such temperature changes 
would cause viscosity changes in the magma. Fortunately, 
temperature changes would be progressive, being most appar- 
ent near the surface. We shall show below that over a very 
wide range of eruption conditions the motion of the erupting 
materials in the near-surface part of the system is turbulent; 
the Reynolds number is large and, as shown by (2) and (3), 
the friction factor becomes independent of the viscosity. 

C. Role of Volatiles in Magma Rise 

1. Gas-free case. Over the range of depths where no gas 
is exsolved from a magma, equation (8) shows that p -- Pl, a 
constant and so do = 0 and (5) and (7) are somewhat sim- 
plified. The small effect of the finite compressibility of the 
magmatic liquid is neglected. If we further assume that the 
conduit or fissure geometry does not change rapidly with 
depth we can put dr and dL -- 0 (thus interpreting r and L as 
the average values applying to the system) which in turn im- 
plies du -- 0 so that u is a constant, already defined as uf. In- 
serting du = 0, u -- uf, and p -- Pl in (1) and substituting (2) 
and (3) for f leads to 

Ku/2 A•u/ = (ton - p,•) (1 l) 4r + 8--•1 g Pl 
which is quadratic in uf and inverts to 

{ 64gr3(pn--pl)Kpl 1/2 } A•/ 1 + -- 1 (12) uf- 4Kp•r A2• 2 

This formula applies at any Reynolds number and is thus less 
cumbersome in use than the graphical results presented by 
Shaw and Swanson [1970] or the iterative solution method 
used by Housley [1978]. It will be useful to have the two ap- 
proximations to this general formula which apply at high and 
low Reynolds numbers: at Reynolds numbers below about 
102 , (12) reduces to 

8gta(Pn - Pl) (13) ufL = AT 

while at Reynolds numbers above about 3 x 104, we can put 

4gr(on -- Ol) 1/2 
UfH : Kp I (14) 

If the rising liquid is of Bingham rather than Newtonian type, 
the more general versions of (13) can be derived from Johnson 
and Pollard [1973] as . 

ufr = • g(Pn -- Pl) -- B-- (15) 
where, as before, A -- 64 for a circular conduit and 24 for a 
fissure and now also B = 2 for a conduit and B -- (1 + (2r/L)) 
for a fissure. Flow does not take place at all unless the value of 
the term in the bracket is positive. 

It will be noted the above equations effectively assume that 
it is the magma density contrast which drives the motion of 
gas-free magma. For such a circumstance to apply exactly, 
there would have to be a steady deformation of the rocks 
around the magma reservoir to replace the volume of magma 
erupted. Prior to most eruptions there is probably a build-up 
of stress around a magma chamber due to injection of fresh 
magma from depth or tectonic adjustment (or gas exsolution 
if the chamber is at a shallow enough depth), and it is the re- 
lease of this stress after the overlying rocks fail that initially 
drives the eruption and supplies the replacement volume 
[ Wadge, 1980]. Numerical values given by Wadge [ 1980] show 
that the excess stresses typically have values which correspond 
to effective density contrasts of order 200 to 400 kg/m 3, only a 
factor of 2 greater than the contrasts between typical silicate 
solid/liquid densities. 

2. General case. In the case where a finite amount of gas 
is present in the magmatic fluid the motion is dominated by 
the exsolution and subsequent expansion of the gas as the 
pressure decreases and is defined (to the extent that we ini- 
tially assume good thermal contact between the magmatic liq- 
uid and the gas) by (1), (2), (3), and (5), or (7), (8), and (9). 
Wilson et al. [1980] have shown that these equations can be 
usefully reduced to 

(16) 

and 

( 1 -- •21•• + =2 u2 + + Pl •-ff r • g 4r ] (17) 
m which the variable u½, given by 

Q T) 1/2( (1-n)mP' u½-- •nn n + (18) piQT 

is introduced and identified as the effective speed of sound in 
the erupting fluid. This formula for uc is somewhat simpler 
than those given by more exact derivations of the sound speed 
in multiphase fluids. Such formulae have been derived for 
various problems [Hsieh and Piesset, 1961; Soo, 1961, 1967; 
Kliegel, 1963; Rudinger, 1964; Cole et al., 1970], including vol- 
canic systems [Kieffer, 1977; Pai et al., 1978]. Substitution of 
typical numerical values of pl, Q, m, and T shows that for val- 
ues of n up to about 0.06 (i.e., 6 wt %) and P up to several 
hundred bars (the ranges of interest), all these formulae pro- 
duce values for uc under isothermal conditions that lie within 
a few percent of those given by (18). Use of (10) instead of (9) 
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in deriving (16)-(18) shows that under conditions where the 
thermal exchanges in the gas are adiabatic the formulae are 
the same except that uc is larger than that given by (18) by the 
factor 4•. 

As Housley [1978] has pointed out, for erupting fluids in the 
vent region, pressure less than about 10 bars, (18) reduces ade- 
quately to uc -- (nQT/m) 1/2 and so for water at 1200 K as the 
exsolved volatile some values are Uc -- 160 m/s for n -- 0.05 (5 
wt %), u, = 72 m/s for n = 0.01, and u, -- 23 m/s for n -- 1000 
ppm. Other gas compositions lead to similar values because of 
the m 1/2 dependence. Since there is strong evidence that the 
eruption velocity in terrestrial plinian eruptions is commonly 
greater than 200 m/s [Wilson, 1976], the motion of the erupt- 
ing mixture must be supersonic in such events. 

Examination of (16) and (17) shows that there is no diffi- 
culty in allowing a subsonic to supersonic transition to occur 
in the conduit system, provided the conduit widens toward the 
surface with a wall slope numerically greater than the limiting 
value given by 

(dr) rgf (19) 
As an example, assume that in a certain terrestrial eruption in 
which H:O is the volatile released from a magma of liquid 
density Pl = 3000 kg/m 3 and temperature 1200 K, the erupt- 
ing mixture rise speed becomes supersonic at a depth of about 
300 m, where the pressure is 100 bars, the conduit radius is 5 
m, and the exsolved gas weight fraction has reached n = 0.02. 
Then u = u• = 134 m/s and (dr/dh)L =•1.4 x 10 -3 + (f/8). 
Equations (8) and (9) show that the bulk density of the erupt- 
ing mixture is 1367 kg/m 3 under the stated (•ønditions; the rel- 
ative sizes of the terms in (8), which are proportional to the 
volumes of gas and liquid, respectively, shows that the gas oc- 
cupies 76% of the total volume. This is close to the gas volume 
fraction at which magma disruption into a spray of scoria or 
pumice might be expected to occur [Sparks, 1978]. If we as- 
sume first that such disruption has not yet occurred, we must 
use the liquid viscosity in calculating the Reynolds number 
from (2): if we take ;/= 102 Pa s, we find Re = 1.83 x 104 and, 
using (3), f = 0.0135. Thus f/8 = 1.69 x 10 -3 and (dr/dh),• = 
3.1 x 10 -3. If, on the other hand, we assume that magma dis- 
ruption has just occurred, the bulk viscosity of the gas/pyro- 
clast mixture will essentially be equal to the gas viscosity 
[Saffman, 1967]' a typical value would be 2 x 10 -5 Pa s. The 
Reynolds number would then be much larger, of order 10 l', 
and so (3) gives f = 0.01, leading to (dr/dh),• = 2.65 x 10 -3. 
Thus we find the value of (dr/dh),• needed to allow a super- 
sonic transition to occur to be close to 3 x 10 -3 in either case: 

this corresponds to a wall slope of only about 0.2 ø and is eas- 
ily satisfied. Similar required wall slopes, of order 1 ø, are 
found for all other permutations of realistic values of the vari- 
ables. 

Equations (16)-(18) represent a convenient basis for numer- 
ical simulations of model eruptions. If it is assumed that the 
pressure is everywhere lithostatic, P and dP/dh are at once 
specified as a function of depth using the appropriate plan- 
etary gravity g and crustal density 0h. Values are selected for 
the molecular weight m of the desired volatile component and 
for the amount of that volatile component present in the 
magma at depth n, (though a special treatment is required for 
the lunar case; see below). Provided the solubility na of the 
volatile is known as a function of pressure, n can be calculated 

at any depth. Sparks [1978] has shown that gas diffusion into 
nucleating bubbles will be sufficiently rapid that most mag- 
mas approaching the surface are only just supersaturated (by 
-1 or 2 bars). We assume that rising magmas do always ex- 
solve gas in this way as long as they remain coherent liquids. 
However, if the exsolved gas volume fraction exceeds 0.75 at 
some depth below the surface and disruption of the magma 
into pyroclasts and gas occurs, there will generally be a rapid 
increase in the upward velocity of the products (by a factor of 
order 10; see below). We assume that gas diffusion in the liq- 
uid phase will no longer be able to keep pace with the falling 
pressure under these conditions and so terminate gas ex- 
solution if magma disruption occurs. 

Numerical solutions are normally started from the level 
where n = 0, since the motion below that level is fixed by (12), 
which gives uf, the constant value of u, in terms of the chosen 
values of ph, p,, g, •/, and r. Equation (18) is used to find u•, 
(17) gives dr/dh, and finally, (16) gives du/dh. A simple in- 
tegration scheme (with automatic adjustments of the vertical 
height increment to maintain accuracy) allows the increments 
in r and u to be found. The local values of bulk density p are 
obtained from (8). Values for Re and hence f (equations (2) 
and (3)) are calculated using the magmatic liquid viscosity at 
first; the ratio of the terms on the fight-hand side of (8) is used 
to keep track of the fractional volume of the erupting mixture 
occupied by gas. When (and if) this fraction rises to 0.75, it is 
assumed that the magma disrupts rapidly into scoriaceous or 
pumiceous droplets and released gas: the gas viscosity then re- 
places the liquid vicosity in finding the Reynolds number. For 
mathematical convenience this transition is idealized as being 
abrupt, whereas in real systems it must occur over a finite ver- 
tical distance. However, the simplification is of little con- 
sequence, since in almost all cases (as in the example above), 
when disruption occurs, the term (A/Re) in (3) has already be- 
come comparable with or smaller than K; thus the sudden 
large increase in Re due to the change from using a liquid vis- 
cosity to using a much smaller gas viscosity produces only a 
small change in f and hence the rate of change of r and u with 
depth. 

It is emphasized that the above assumption of P varying 
lithostatically with depth is not essential. The extreme alterna- 
tive is to use (12) as before to fix the motion below the level at 
which n becomes nonzero but afterward to specify r instead of 
P as a function of h. The corresponding integration that gives 
u and P as a function of depth. Of course, if r(h) is chosen to 
vary very rapidly, then pressure profiles which rapidly cease 
to be even vaguely lithostatic can be generated. As we argued 
above, such circumstances do not, presumably, occur com- 
monly in real volcanic systems, since they lead to very large 
stresses across the conduit walls. Nonetheless, this alternative 
mode of solution of the equations is useful in illustrating the 
early stages of an eruption (see later) or in exploring the con- 
sequences of episodes of sudden conduit widening (by erosion 
of wall rock) or narrowing (by tectonic adjustments) which 
might occur. Wilson et al. [1980] give some examples of the 
latter processes. 

III. CONSTRAINTS ON MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM RISE 

RATES OF MAGMAS 

A. Minimum Rise Rates 

We can now summarize formulae for the effects of cooling 
and yield strength on magma rise and deduce values for the 
minimum conduit radii that must be considered in later sec- 
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TABLE 1. Values of Minimum Conduit Radius Allowing Motion 
rcy as a Function of Yield Strength Sy and Planetary Gravity g for a 

Magma Whose Rise is Limited by Yield Strength 

sy, N/m 2 

Planet g, m/s 2 1, mm 102, m 10 4, m 106, km 

Earth 9.81 1.0 0.10 10 1.0 
Mars 3.74 2.7 0.27 27 2.7 
Moon 1.62 6.2 0.62 62 6.2 

Values given are for a density contrast (pn - Pl) = 200 kg/m 3. 

tions. The fundamental constraint is the possible existence of 
a yield strength large enough to counterbalance the driving 
density contrast: if we set u -- 0 in (15), we find that for flow to 
take place, r must be greater than a critical value rcy given by 

(20) rcy---- g(Pn- 
Values of sy may be of order 102 N/m 2 for long lunar basaltic 
flows after they leave the vent and can be as high as 106 N/m 2 
for terrestrial dacite flows on the surface [Hulme and Fielder, 
1977]. Table I shows the variations of rcy with sy for (Pn - Pl) 
-- 200 kg/m 3 for the earth (g -- 9.81 m/s2), moon (g = 1.62 m/ 
s2), and Mars (g = 3.74 m/s2), using B = 2 for a circular con- 
duit. 

Clearly, very large values of conduit radius or fissure width 
(in excess of 1 km) would be needed to allow terrestrial da- 
cites to reach the surface if their yield strengths at depth were 
as high as their yield strengths on the surface. This observa- 
tion lends support to the suggestions of Sparks and Pinkerton 
[1978] that an increase commonly occurs in both the viscosity 
and yield strength of magmas as they are degassed on nearing 
the surface. 

Fedotov [1978] has shown that if a magma is to avoid exces- 
sive cooling during its rise from some depth H, its velocity 
must be greater than a critical value Uc, given by 

(21) 

where , is a characteristic cooling time given by Jaeger 
[1964] as 

ß = ta/4xfl 2 (22) 

in which fl is a dimensionless number and X is the thermal dif- 
fusivity, typically about 7 x 10 -7 m2/s. The value to be 
adopted for fl depends on the amount of cooling allowed. 
Fedotov [1978] assumes that the initial and final temperatures 
to be used are the liquidus and solidus, respectively, in which 
case fl -- 0.65. However, the common presence of phenocrysts 
in erupted magmas implies that initial magma temperatures 
are generally subliquidus, but to offset this fact we note that 
gas exsolution is commonly exothermic [Burnham and Davis, 
1974] and can cause heating of at least 10 K per wt% of water 

exsolved, and we conclude that the use of fl 0.65 should pro- 
vide a better than order of magnitude estimate of the required 
amount of cooling. Combining (21) and (22), we have 

Uc, = ZH/r 2 (23) 

with Z -- 4Xfl 2 -- 1.25 x 10 -6 m2/s. If we assume for the mo- 
ment that a magma rising at a speed just equal to Uc, is flowing 
in a laminar fashion and has a negligible yield strength, we 
can equate (23) to (13) to find a relationship for the value of r, 
say rct , which just permits magma motion tO occur: 

I ZHArl 1 1/4 rc,-- 8g(pn -- Pl)' (24) 
Because of the fourth root dependence, rct is quite insensitive 
to the exact value adopted for Z, (pn - pl), or even g: the six- 
fold range of gravity between the earth and moon, which 
brackets the range for the terrestrial planets, leads to a varia- 
tion in rct by a factor of only 1.57. For all possible per- 
mutations of H in the range 10 m to 100 km and ,/in the range 
I to 104 Pa s, rc, varies only from 15 mm tO 1.5 m; furthermore, 
in every case the Reynolds number is sufficiently small that 
flow is in the laminar regime, and the use of (13) in the above 
treatment is justified. Table 2 shows some values of rc, Uc, and 
the corresponding Reynolds number Rect for flow in a circular 
conduit (A = 64) for (pn - pl) = 200 kg/m 3 and g = 9.81 m/s 2. 
In a corresponding lunar case, values of rc• would be 1.57 
times smaller, values of Uct would be smaller by a factor of 2.4, 
and values of Rec, would be larger by a factor of 1.57. 

It is conventional to assume that the rise of magmas is in- 
deed limited by cooling and hence, in terms of rheology, by 
viscosity rather than yield strength. The relative importance 
of these two properties can be quantified. If the yield strength 
is to be less important than the viscosity in limiting the 
magma rise, we must have rct >> rcy } substituting from (24) and 
(20) and rearranging, we find the requirement 

I ZHATIg3(ph -- pl)311/4 Sy << 8B n (25) 
The fourth root dependence of Sy on H and *t means that lim- 
iting values for Sy can be found quite accurately even for a 
wide range of values of depth of magma origin and magma 
viscosity. If we use (pn - p•) -- 200 kg/m 3, H - 10 km, a circu- 
lar conduit, and g = 9.81 m/s 2 for the earth, we have the fol- 
lowing limiting values: ,/-- 10 Pa s, Sy << 150 N/m2; ,/= 103 Pa 
s, Sy << 470 N/m2; *t = 10• Pa s, Sy << 1480 N/m 2. In each case 
the yield strength must be less than the value indicated (by 
about a factor of 10) before its effect on limiting the magma 
rise can be neglected. Under what may have been typical lu- 
nar conditions (see below) with (pn - pl) = 200 kg/m 3, H = 
100 km, and g = 1.62 m/s 2, we have the following combina- 
tions: ,/-- 10 Pa s, Sy << 70 N/m2; ,/-- 103 Pa s, Sy << 220 N/m2; 
*t -- 10 • Pa s, Sy << 700 N/m 2. 

TABLE 2. Values of Minimum Conduit Radius l'ct , Minimum Rise Speed Uct , and Corresponding Reynolds Number Rect, as a Function of 
Magma Viscosity ,/and Depth of Magma Source H for Cooling Limited Terrestrial Eruptions of Magma With Zero Yield Strength 

Values of rct , m Values of Uct , mm/s Values of Rect 
H • 

,/, Pa s 10 m 1 km 100 km 10 m 1 km 100 km 10 m 1 km 100 km 

1 0.015 0.047 0.15 55 559 5550 5 160 5 x 103 
102 0.047 0.015 0.47 5.6 55 559 1.6 x 10 -2 0.6 16 
10 4 0.15 0.47 1.50 0.55 5.6 55 5 X 10 -• 1.6 X 10 -3 5 X 10 -2 
106 0.47 1.5 4.73 0.056 0.55 5.6 1.6 X 10 -7 5 X 10 -6 1.6 X 10 -4 
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TABLE 3. Values of Mass Eruption Rate M and Rise Velocity at 
Depth uf in a Circular Conduit of Radius r for a Terrestrial Basalt 

With Viscosity 300 Pa s and Density 2800 kg/m 3 Rising 
Through a Crust With Density 3000 kg/m 3 

r, m u•, m/s M, kg/s 

0.2 0.033 11.5 
0.3 0.074 58.2 
0.5 0.20 449 
0.7 0.40 1.7 X 103 
1 0.8 7.2 X 103 
3 6.9 5.5 x 105 

10 38.5 3.4 X 107 
30 86.2 6.8 x 108 

The above results can be used as follows. For any chosen 
magma composition and temperature at depth the viscosity 
and yield strength must be estimated. Interpolation among the 
above pairs of values of viscosity and yield strength allows a 
decision to be made as to which factor dominates in limiting 
the magma rise. If yield strength dominates, Table 1 can be 
used to find the minimum conduit or fissure size which per- 
mits an eruption to occur. If viscosity-controlled cooling 
dominates, Table 2 gives tl•e minimum conduit dimension. 

There is an appreciable body of laboratory and field data 
on magma rheology [Shaw et al., 1968; Shaw, 1969; Murase 
and McBirney, 1970, 1973; Kushiro et al., 1976; Pinkerton and 
Sparks, 1978] but most of these data refer to viscosity rather 

which we may take a minimum viscosity of 10 Pa s and a min- 
imum depth of origin of 60 km [Kesson and Lindsley, 1976; 
Papike et al., 1976], give a minimum conduit radius of 0.37 m 
and a minimum rise speed of 0.55 m/s. 

There is an interesting property of the cooling limitation 
process which can be illustrated by evaluating the minimum 
mass eruption rate for a cooling-limited eruption. If we insert 
Uc, from (23) for u in the equation for the mass eruption rate 
M through a circular conduit, given in (5), we see that the 
minimum mass flow rate Mc, is 

Mc,-- rrp•ZH (26) 

which is independent of the magma viscosity and the plan- 
etary gravity and depends mainly on the depth of the magma 
source H: If we assume, as above, that magmas involved in 
most terrestrial eruptions are derived from depths of no less 
than 5 km, we find Mc, • 60 kg/s; similarly, if the lunar mare 
basalts erupted from depths of not less than 60 km, their erup- 
tion rates could not have been less than about 700 kg/s. 

An analogous treatment exists for the case of an eruption 
through an elongate conduit. If (7) is used for the mass rise 
rate M, we find 

Mct = 2p•{ 8g(pn- p•)Z3H 3 1/4 (27) L 

Using ,/-- 300 Pa s as typical for terrestrial basalts and a mini- 
than yield strength. While Shaw [1972] and Bottinga and Weill mum depth of origin of 5 km as before, we have a minimum 
[1972] have presented empirical methods of estimating 
magma viscosity as a function of composition and temper- 
ature, no corresponding reliable method of estimating yield 
strength yet exists (H. Pinkerton, personal communication, 
1979). The upward transport of relatively large xenoliths in 
magmas which may not have had a high rise velocity suggests 
the existence in such magmas of an appreciable yield strength 
at depth [Sparks et al., 1977]. Certainly, magmas with a wide 
range of composition exhibit appreciable yield strengths after 

eruption rate of 160 kg/s per meter length of fissure. The cor- 
responding lunar value is about 1600 kg s -• m -•. 

All of the above minimum mass eruption rates have been 
calculated for the case where a magma cools from its liquidus 
to its solidus temperature during vertical ascent through a 
conduit or fissure of the simplest possible, and hence most fa- 
vorable, geometry. Since lower initial temperatures are quite 
possible and real conduit systems almost certainly have more 
complex shapes and hence offer more •resistance to magma 

they have been erupted as lavas [Shaw et aL, 1968; Hulme and motion than those used in the calculations, mass eruption 
Fielder, 1977; Pinkerton and Sparks, 1978], but it is not safe to 
use this observation to infer a similar yield strength at depth 
in the conduit system, since such liquids may acquire at least 
part of their yield strength as a result of degassing which 'oc- 
curs in the vent [Sparks and Pinkerton, 1978]. We conclude 
that there are currently insufficient data on yield strength val- 
ues to allow the above analysis to be carried out. Fortunately, 
if we assume that magmas are cooling-limited, we obtain a re- 
alistic estimate of the minimum conduit or fissure width re- 

quired for an eruption. It is always the larger of rc, and rcy 
which must be exceeded for flow to the surface to occur, and 
comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows that while rcy can realisti- 
cally go to zero as Sy goes to zero in a magma at a temperature 
approaching the. liquidus, rc, can never do so, since all mag- 
mas, however hot, must have a finite viscosity. If we assume 
that terrestrial basalts commonly erupt from a minimum 
depth of 5 km and have minimum viscosities of 102 Pa s, we 
should expect a minimum conduit radius of about 0.22 m, 
which is consistent with the observed range of widths of ter- 
restrial dikes [Fedotov, 1978]. The corresponding minimum 
rise velocity would then be 0.12 m/s for a density contrast of 
200 kg/m 3. For a terrestrial rhyolite with ,/-- 104 Pa s and the 
same depth of origin and density contrast, the minimum con- 
duit radius would be 0.7 m and the minimum rise speed 12.5 
mm/s. The corresponding calculations for lunar basalts, for 

rates substantially greater than the values given above are 
probably needed if appreciable eruptions are to occur other 
than from reservoirs at very shallow depths. In confirmation 
of this point we note that a recent survey (J. L. Whitford- 
Stark, manuscript in preparation, 1979) shows that the major- 
ity of basaltic mass eruption rates are greater than 104 kg/s, an 
order of magnitude greater than the minimum value calcu- 
lated above for a circular vent. 

B. Maximum Rise Rates 

The maximum rate of rise of a magma through a fissure or 
conduit is dictated for any given set of values of magma yield 

TABLE 4. Values of Mass Eruption Rate M and Rise Velocity u• in 
a Circular Conduit of Radius r for a Lunar Basalt With Viscosity 10 
Pa s and Density 2800 kg/m 3 Rising Through a Crust With Density 

3000 kg/m 3 

r, m u•, m/s M, kg/s 

0.3 0.36 288 

0.6 1.45 4.6 X 103 
1 3.4 3.0 x 10 4 
3 10.5 8.3 x 105 

10 21.6 1.9 X 107 
30 37.9 3.0 x 108 

100 68 6.1 X 109 
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TABLE 5. Values of Mass Eruption Rate per Unit Length of 
Fissure M/L and Magma Rise Velocity at Depth uf in 
a Fissure of Half Width r for a Terrestrial Basalt With 

Viscosity 300 Pa s and Density 2800 kg/m 3 

r, m uf, m/s M/L, kg s -• m -• 
0.2 0.087 97.7 
0.3 0.2 330 
0.6 0.79 2.6 X 10 3 
1 2.1 1.2 x 104 
3 14.6 2.5 x 105 

10 47 2.6 X 10 6 
30 90 1.5 X 10 7 

strength, viscosity, and density, crustal density, and planetary 
gravity by the maximum value during the eruption of the av- 
erage width of the pathway through relationships like (20) or 
(24). As noted earlier, at the onset of an eruption the width is 
probably determined by the amount of regional stress relieved 
by the opening of a fracture, while wall erosion during a pro- 
longed eruption could significantly enlarge the width. We do 
not attempt to quantify these processes but note that mass 
eruption rates are commonly less than about 3 x 10 6 kg/s in 
basaltic eruptions on earth and are inferred to have been up to 
10 9 kg/s for some lunar mare basalt flows (J. L. Whitford- 
Stark, manuscript in preparation, 1979). 

follows. If basaltic eruptions take place through elongate fis- 
sures, then such fissures must commonly have widths of at 
least 0.1 m if the magma is to avoid cooling as it rises (see 
Table 2); also, the fissures could accommodate the largest ef- 
fusion rates inferred for terrestrial flood basalt eruptions if 
they were typically 4 m wide on earth or 2 m wide on the 
moon. Equation (28) shows that a 4.6-fold increase in width 
would permit a 10-fold increase in effusion rate. If magmas 
possess a yield strength greater than about 10 3 N/m 2, then 
their rise will be limited by the yield strength rather than by 
cooling, and fissure widths will need to be much wider than 1 
m to permit eruptions to occur; see Table 1. Finally, if erup- 
tions occur through central conduits rather than elongate fis- 
sures, then conduit radii up to several tens of meters will be 
needed to accommodate the highest expected eruption rates; 
see Tables 3 and 4. 

IV. ASCENT AND EMPLACEMENT OF BASALTIC MAGMAS 

ON EARTH 

d. Volatiles: Compositions and Solubilities 

We assume that H20 and CO•_ are the most common vola- 
tiles in terrestrial magmas [e.g., Holloway, 1976]. Mysen [1977] 
has summarized the available data on solubility of H:O in liq- 
uids of common mineral compositions and in real magmas. 

If (5) and (12) are combined to give M as a function of r for The solubility varies appreciably with the composition of the 
a circular conduit, it is readily shown that for typical terres- host liquid, being generally greater in rhyolitic liquids than in 
trial basalt eruption conditions a mass eruption rate of 3 x 106 basaltic liquids at a given temperature and pressure for pres- 
kg/s implies a conduit radius of about 5 m. Table 3 shows sures up to at least 10 kbar. There is a strong dependence on 
some values of u/and M corresponding to several values of r pressure for a fixed temperature and composition and a weak 
for these conditions. The corresponding results for lunar erup- dependence on temperature for a fixed composition and pres- 
tion conditions are shown in Table 4, where a mass eruption sure. We neglect the temperature dependence (which will be 
rate of 109 kg/s would require a conduit radius of 50 m. justifiable retrospectively) and find the following functions to 

It is unlikely that large-scale basaltic eruptions take place be convenient approximations to the experimental data: if n,• 
through a single, circular conduit system. All such eruptions is the solubility in wt % and Pt, is the total pressure in bars, 
on earth in historic time have involved fissure sources, and at then for water in rhyolite, 
least some lunar basaltic vents appear to be elongate [Schultz, 
1976]. Since it is the width rather than the length of an elon- 
gate fissure which controls the magma rise velocity, the output 
from such a source must be specified as a mass flow rate per 
unit length of the fissure. Unfortunately, even detailed de- 
scriptions of observed eruptions rarely include the exact ge- 
ometry of the vent or the lengths of fissure segments actually 
delivering magma to the surface. From measurements given 
by Thorarinsson and Sigvaldason [1962] for the 1961 basaltic 
fissure eruption in Askja we deduce a maximum eruption rate 
of 0.8 to 1.0 X l0 4 kg s -• m -•, while from Thorarinsson's [1969] 
summary of the great 1783 Lakagigar eruption we obtain a 
value of at least 1.5 x 10 3 kg s -• m -•. Swanson et al. [1975] es- 
timated an eruption rate of about 3 x 104 kg s -• m -• for the 
Yakima member of the Columbia River basalt series. 

If (7) and (9) are combined to give M as a function of r and 
L we find 

M fl 64gr3 -•)KP•1t AT (P• P 
L - •-• 1 + .,•2•2 -- 1 (28) 

with A = 24 for a fissure. Table 5 shows some values of M/L 

and u/corresponding to a range of values of fissure half width 
r for terrestrial eruptions. Values of M/L up to 3 x 104 kg s -• 
m -• imply fissure widths at depth up to about 4 m. The corre- 
sponding lunar calculations shown in Table 6 indicate that 
this eruption rate would require a fissure width of about 2 m. 

The results of the above calculations can be summarized as 

nu -- O. 13Pt,ø'5 (29) 

while for water in basalt, 

nu = 0.0215Pt, ø'7 (30) 

These rather simple functions are quite adequate for our pur- 
poses, which only require us to be able to calculate the 
amount of volatile exsolved from a given magma with a cho- 
sen initial volatile content at depth as the magma rises, and 
the total pressure decreases to values much less than about 1 
kbar. 

The solubility of CO2, like that of water, is a function 
mainly of magma composition and total pressure. At pres- 

TABLE 6. Values of Mass Eruption Rate per Unit Length of 
Fissure M/L and Magma Rise Velocity at Depth ui in 

a Fissure of Half Width r for a Lunar Basalt With 

Viscosity 10 Pa s and Density 2800 kg/m 3 

r, m uf, m/s M/L, kg S --1 m -• 
0.1 0.11 60.5 
0.2 0.43 484 
0.3 0.9 1.5 X 10 3 
1 5.0 2.8 x 104 
3 11.1 1.9 x 105 

10 21.3 1.9 X 10 6 
30 . 37.2 6.2 X 10 6 
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Fig. 2. Variation of exsolved volatile content n with depth below the planetary surface for the following cases: (curve 
A) rhyolite exsolving water on earth, water content in source region -- 5 wt %; (curve B) basalt exsolving water on earth, 
water content in source region = 2 wt %; (curve C) as for curve B but on Mars; (curve D) any magma on earth exsolving 
CO2, CO2 content in source region = 0.2 wt %; (curve E) as for curve D but on Mars; (curve F) basalt exsolving water on 
earth, water content in source region = 0.5 wt %; (curve G) as for curve F but on Mars; (curve H) lunar basalt exsolving 
CO, final CO content in erupting magma -- 750 ppm by weight; (curve I) as for curve H but final CO content = 250 ppm. 

sures below about 10 kbar the best approximation to all avail- 
able data referenced in Mysen [1977] is 

na = 0.00023Pb (31) 

with na in wt % and Pb in bars, as before. 
When simulating eruptions, the scheme outlined in section 

IIB is used for calculating n as a function of depth: the volatile 
phase (H20 or CO2) is assumed to exsolve progressively so 
that the magma is always just saturated. Figure 2 shows a 

cases, unless the eruption occurs through a sufficiently narrow 
conduit that the magma rise speed is much less than the rise 
speed of individual gas bubbles in the magma. Under these 
conditions, bubble coalescence can occur, and strombolian ex- 
plosive activity can develop. This process is considered in 
more detail later. Magma disruption can be guaranteed not to 
occur only if the magma volatile content is so low that the ex- 
solved gas volume fraction does not reach 0.75 even when the 
magma emerges into the planetary atmosphere. This condi- 

number of examples of the variation of n with depth. Since tion corresponds to an exsolved water content less than 0.058 
there is strong evidence for the presence of large quantities of wt % on earth and less than 4 ppm by weight on Mars or to a 
subsurface water on Mars [Mutch et al., 1976] and the main CO2 content less than 0.14 wt % on earth and less than 10 ppm 
component of the atmosphere is CO2, there seems to be no 
reason to assume that any gases other than these two may 
have been involved in martian volcanism, and Figure 2 shows 
examples for both planets, illustrating the effects of the differ- 
ing gravities and surface pressures. Where space permits in 

on Mars. 

B. The Opening Phase of an Eruption 

In order to illustrate some of the effects of conduit shape on 
the eruption conditions, 'especially in the opening stages of an 

Figure 2, an arrow is inserted to show the combination of eruption, we have compared, in Figures 3-5, the results of re, 
depth and released gas content at which the gas volume frac- quiring the pressure in the erupting fluid to be everywhere 
tion in the magma reaches 0.75 and magma disruption is ex- lithostatic (case A) with the results of requiring the conduit 
pected to occur. Such disruption is expected to occur for every radius to take on each of a series of specified variations with 
curve in the figure, albeit very close to the surface in some depth (cases B-G). We show the rise velocity u (Figure 3), to- 
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r•stda] eruptions in which the ma•ma has d•nsit• 28• k•/m 3, viscos- 
it• 103 Pa s, and total water content ] • % and Hs•s in a circular con- 
duit at a rate of 2 x 105 k•/s. Cu• A is for the case in which the 
pressure is ]ithostatic at a]] depths; cu•s B-G refer to the imposed 
conduit shapes shown in Figure 5. Hear points labeled d, ma•ma dis- 
rupts into •as and p•roc]asts as the fractional •as volume reaches 
0.76. Flow becomes sonic at the point labeled s and supersonic at the 900 
point labeled ss. 

tal pressure, P (Figure •), and conduit radius r (Figure 5) for a 
magma of density 2800 kg/m 3, viscosity 10 3 Pa s, and total 
water content 1 wt % rising in a circular conduit through a 
crust with density 3000 kg/m 3 at a mass flow rate of 2 x l0 s 
kg/s. Below the level where gas begins to exsolve (816 m) the 
pressure gradient is assumed to be close to lithostatic, and (12) 
and (5) show that the rise velocity is 2.36 m/s through a con- 
duit of average radius 3.1 m. 

If the pressure is everywhere lithostatic, so that there are no 
stresses across the conduit walls, the rise velocity increases 
monotonically toward the surface (case A, Figure 3). The vol- 
ume fraction occupied by growing gas bubbles reaches 0.75 at 
a depth of 108 m, and magma disruption is assumed to occur 
at this depth. The lowered effective viscosity results in an ac- 
celeration until the gas/pyroclast mixture makes a subsonic/ 
supersonic transition at a depth of 53 m to reach the surface 
with an exit velocity ue of 160 m/s. This velocity applies to the 
gas phase and all clasts small enough to have a negligible ter- 
minal velocity in the gas--in this case those smaller than 
about 2-cm diameter: the motion of particles larger than this 
size in the vent region will be quite complex as the surround- 
ing gas velocity and density change with depth. The variation 
of conduit radius with depth required to permit the pressure 
to be lithostatic everywhere (Figure 5, curve A) appears rather 
irregular due to the exaggerated horizontal scale; however, 
wall slopes are nowhere greater than 1 ø below a depth of 20 m 
and reach only 25 ø within the last meter of the surface. The 
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Fig. 4. Variation of pressure with depth for the terrestrial eruption 
models defined in the caption to Figure 3. 

Fig. 5. Variation of conduit radius with depth for the terrestrial 
eruption models defined in the caption to Figure 3. 

main feature of the required conduit shape is the slight nar- 
rowing toward the surface over the depth range 100 to 800 m. 
This shape is consistent with the observation that opening fis- 
sures propagate upward toward the surface rather than down- 
ward. Models B, C, and D show that the result of a progres- 
sive change during the onset of an eruption from a conduit 
which narrows rapidly toward the surface (B) to one which is 
straight-sided (D) is to decrease the (subsonic) exit velocity 
(Figure 3) and raise the near-surface and exit pressures above 
atmospheric. In models B and C, magma disruption into re- 
leased gas and pyroclasts occurs at some point below the sur- 
face; in model D, disruption would occur immediately above 
the vent, as the 50-bar pressure was relieved. 

in an upward narrowing conduit (model B) the erupting 
mixture's rise velocity can reach the local sonic velocity (at 
depth 160 m in this case (Figure 3)) but cannot make a super- 
sonic transition due to the geometry (see equation (19)). How- 
ever, the effect of the resulting excess pressures (of order tens 
of bars) over the last few tens of meters near the surface 
(model B, Figure 4) should be to blow out the near-surface 
rock and accumulating eruption products in the vent into a 
flared shape (models E, F, and G, Figure 5) which will permit 
the supersonic transition to occur and lead to exit pressures 
close to atmospheric (Figure 4) and high exit velocities (Fig- 
ure 3). 

These early adjustments should occur very rapidly once 
magma approaches the surface. During the period when the 
exit pressure is greater than atmospheric, violent expansion of 
the gas phase should occur just above the vent, accelerating 
the eruption products to much higher speed. Because of the 
short time scale of this expansion it is probably best to assume 
that the process would occur adiabatically rather than isother- 
mally. A good approximation to the solution to (1) for such 
conditions [Wilson, 1980; Self et al., 1979] is obtained by ne- 
glecting the potential energy and friction terms (the last two 
terms on the right-hand side) and using (8) and (10) to elimi- 
nate p and Ps in terms of P. On integrating: 

¾ 1 - -- 0.5(uf 2 - ue 2) (32) 
7-1 
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where Pa is atmospheric pressure, Pe and u e are the pressure 
and upward velocity in the vent at ground level, and uf is the 
final velocity reached by the products after the sudden expan- 
sion. Using the example of model B, we have P• = 31.5 bars 
(Figure 4) and u• = 81 m/s (Figure 3). From our numerical so- 
lutions we find the exsolved water content of the mixture in 

the vent in this case to be 0.75 wt %. Using these values and 3' 
= 1.26, we have uf -- 156.8 m/s. This value is very close to that 
found for model A (160.0 m/s) in which the pressure was as- 
sumed to be lithostatic at all depths. Thus the delay in final 
gas expansion caused by the unfavorable vent geometry does 
not drastically change the expected final eruption velocity. 

The mechanism of the rapid expansion to atmospheric pres- 
sure consists initially, in the terrestrial case, of the horizontal 
propagation of an expansion wave into the mixture of gas and 
clasts rising through the vent. The speed of the wave front will 
be the same as the speed of sound in the unexpanded mixture, 
Uc, given by (18), and so the time required for the wave to 
travel from the edge to the center of the emerging jet will be 
equal to the jet radius divided by the sound speed. Using the 
numerical values for model B again, we find Uc = 81 m/s. As 
expected, this value is equal to u• (Figure 3): in model B the 
eruption velocity is limited to be equal to the sound speed, 
since the vent geometry prevents a supersonic transition. The 
emerging jet radius is 1.1 m (Figure 5), and so the time for 
passage of the front of the expansion wave is 14 ms. Decom- 
pression is not completely accomplished by the passage of the 

vent allows a lava lake of appreciable depth to form, the tran- 
sition from mainly upward to mainly lateral flow will occur in 
a complex manner, and the apparent vent shape may be quite 
different from that shown in Figure 6 for the corresponding 
mass flow rate and gas content. In general, it will be true that 
the higher is the vertical eruption velocity in the vent and 
hence the higher the lava fountain over the vent, the more 
nearly will the shape of the base of the fountain reflect the 
shape of the vent as calculated above. 

2. Eruption velocities and fountain heights. Figure 7a 
shows the relationship between the vertical velocity u• of the 
eruption products (gas and small pyroclasts), leaving a circu- 
lar vent and the released gas content n for several values of 
the mass eruption rate of a magma with viscosity, • -- 300 Pa 
s; Figure 7b is the corresponding diagram for a fissure. Also 
indicated in Figures 7a and b are the heights to which fire 
fountains should be projected. The heights are taken to be 
equal to uf/2g, so that air resistance to the motion of the 
ejecta in the center of the fountain is neglected. This is prob- 
ably a good approximation since for a steady or nearly steady 
fountain most of the coarse ejecta fall back to the ground in 
an envelope around the central core, thus protecting material 
in the center from interaction with the surrounding atmo- 
sphere. The structure is essentially a 'collapsed eruption col- 
umn' of the type analyzed by Sparks et al. [1978]. Finally, the 
right-hand sides of Figures 7a and 7b show the total gas con- 
tents n, before the onset of gas release which correspond to the 

expansion wave, since the radial outward flow of gas behind • exsolved gas contents on the left-hand axes. 
the wave must cease eventually once the pressure in the rising 
gas is everywhere atmospheric. These further adjustments 
may be thought of as the consequence of the passage of fur- 
ther waves across the radius of the jet. The total time scale re- 
quired will be a few times longer than the 14 ms calculated 
above: perhaps 50 ms but certainly not greater than 0.1 s. 
Since the vertical velocity component increases from 81 to 160 
m/s during this period, the mean upward velocity is close to 
120 m/s, and the eruption products will rise no more than 12 
m in 0.1 s. Thus then rapid expansion of the erupted gas to at- 
mospheric pressure should occur within 10 m of the ground 
level in the case of model B. 

C. The Main Phase of a Steady Eruption 

The above example shows that an adequate approximation 
to the final vertical eruption velocity of gas and small clasts is 
obtained by making the assumption that the pressure in the 
conduit system is lithostatic at all depths. Using this condi- 
tion, we have computed velocities and implied conduit or fis- 
sure profiles for wide ranges of values of mass eruption rate, 
M, magma viscosity 7, and exsolved gas content n to cover all 
combinations for terrestrial basalts. 

1. Vent geometry. Figure 6a shows the variations of cir- 
cular vent radius with mass eruption rate for • -- 300 Pa s and 
three values of the released water content. The vent radii 

change by less than 10% if the magma viscosity is increased or 
decreased by a factor of 10. The dashed line represents the 
conduit radius below the level where gas is first exsolved; thus 
a net upward widening of the conduit is required for all mass 
eruption rates greater than about 3 x 104 kg/s if the exit pres- 
sure is to be exactly atmospheric, while a net narrowing is 
needed at very low effusion rates. The equivalent results for 
eruptions through fissures are shown in Figure 6b, and a simi- 
lar pattern is seen. We stress that these vent sizes only apply 
when the pressure gradient near the surface is exactly litho- 
static/hydrostatic. In cases where the topography near the 

Figure 7 represents probably the most useful result of the 
calculations for terrestrial basalts. If an eruption is sufficiently 
well documented that the mass eruption rate (for a central 
source) or the mass eruption rate per unit length of fissure (for 
an elongate source) and the fire fountain height can be deter- 
mined at the same time (or over the same short period), then 
the released gas content can be deduced. Figure 7 is plotted 
for a magma viscosity of 300 Pa s. It may be used for other 
magma viscosities as follows. An initial approximation to the 
released gas content nap p is read off the figure by using the ob- 
served fountain height and appropriate eruption rate. For a 
central source (Figure 7a), Table 7 is used to find (by inter- 
polation) the value of the dimensionless quantity K which ap- 
plies for the relevant pair of values of M and nap p. A final ap- 
proximation to the released gas content nana• is then found 
from 

rtana• = nappK [0'911n(•/300)] (33) 

where •/is the observed magma viscosity expressed in Pa s. 
For a fissure source (Figure 7b), Table 8 is used in an equiva- 
lent way. This approximate correction procedure cannot be 
relied upon for viscosities greater than 3000 Pa s or less than 
30 Pa s, but this range should cover the vast majority of terres- 
trial basaltic eruptions. 

3. Comparisons with observations. Although there are 
few eruptions for which active fissure lengths, effusion rates, 
and magma viscosities have been simultaneously recorded, 
three examples can be given. Near the beginning of the 1973 
Heimaey eruption the effusion rate was at least 100 m3/s, i.e., 
3 x 105 kg/s, and fire fountains rose 50 to 100 m [Thorarinsson 
et al., 1973]. The total length of the fissure was 1500 m, but a 
photograph shows that only about one third of the length was 
producing substantial fountains. Thus the required output 
rate is about 600 kg s -• m -•. No values are given for the vis- 
cosity; however, Table 8 shows that K is so close to unity at 
low values of M/L that the exact value of the viscosity in (33) 
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TABLE 7. Values of the Factor K to be Used in Correcting 
Released Gas Contents Obtained From Figure 7a 

M, kg/s 

ttapp, wt % 10 4 106 108 109 
1.0 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 
0.3 1.00 1.05 1.11 1.15 
0.1 1.03 1.07 1.17 1.26 

is not important. Figure 7b then leads to exsolved gas contents 
in the range 0.11 to 0.18 wt %. During the 1961 Askja basaltic 
eruption, fire fountains reached 300 to 500 m, while the output 
rate was close to 0.9 x l0 4 kg s -l m -l [Thorarinsson and Sig- 
valdason, 1962]. Again, the exact value of viscosity is not criti- 
cal; the implied gas contents range from 0.26 to 0.40 wt %. Al- 
though representing only a very small sample, these two 
eruptions are probably typical of Icelandic basaltic activity. 
The range of released gas contents deduced, 0.11 to 0.40 wt %, 
corresponds to a range of initial gas contents from 0.18 to 0.57 
wt %. This range is very similar to that found by Moore and 
Schilling [1973] by analysis of largely undegassed basalts 
dredged from the Reykjanes Ridge off Iceland: all but two 
samples lay in the range 0.18 to 0.43 wt %, and there was a 
general trend of increasing gas content with proximity to Ice- 
land. 

During the 1959-1960 eruption of Kilauea Iki crater, Ha- 
waii [Richter et al., 1970], most of the fire-fountaining activity 
was from a single (conduit-type) source. Values were recorded 
for the maximum output rate of magma (3 to 12 x 105 kg?s) 
and the fire fountain height (300 to 580 m) during several 
phases of the eruption (phases were numbered from 1 to 17). 
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Fig. 8. Variation of maximum H20 bubble diameter with magma 
rise velocity Ur for a terrestrial basalt with density 2800 kg/m 3 and vis- 
cosity 300 Pa s. The scales at the top give the mass eruption rate per 
unit length of fissure M/L and the fissure half width r at depths great 
enough that no water has exsolved corresponding to the rise velocities 
if the eruption occurs through an elongate fissure; the scales at the 
bottom give the mass eruption rate M and conduit radius r for a circu- 
lar conduit. The curves are labeled with the total magma water con- 
tent in wt %. At rise speeds greater than about 1 m/s, bubble coales- 
cence is negligible, and the diameters given are those at the 
appropriate magma fragmentation depth; the effects of neglecting 
bubble coalescence at lower rise speeds are shown by the dashed lines. 

Figure 7a and Table 7 show that, once again, knowledge of At the lowest rise speeds the diameter given is the equivalent volume 
the magma viscosity is not essential; some values of observed sphere diameter of the largest bubble at a depth equal to its radius. 
output rate and fountain height and deduced exsolved gas 
content are for phase 1, 3.3 x 105 kg/s, 370 m, 0.24 wt %; for 
phase 7, 6.5 x 105 kg/s, 430 m, 0.25 wt %; for phase 12, 1.2 x 
106 kg?s, 300 m, 0.19 wt %; and for phase 16, 1 x 106 kg?s, 440 
m, 0.27 wt %. The gas contents all lie in the range 0.19 to 0.27 
wt %. 

D. Pyroclast Sizes, Bubble Coalescence 
and Strombolian •4 ctivity 

1. Bubble and pyroclast sizes. We have shown (section 
IV•I) that magmatic gas bubbles are able to grow until they 
are close-packed in all terrestrial magmas with more than 

Such bubbles in reality have a spherical cap shape [Sparks, 1978] and 
have maximum horizontal diameters about 1.6 times larger than the 
values shown. 

largest bubbles involved. The isolated clot or droplet may it- 
self contain other, smaller bubbles. As magma disruption pro- 
ceeds and the mean gas pressure decreases as the erupting 
fluid moves upward, the trapped bubbles will themselves ex- 
pand. They may break through to the surface of the clot indi- 
vidually and release their gas (in which case, surface tension 
forces may ultimately shrink the clot by a volume equal to the 
volume of the bubble at the moment of bursting). Alterna- 

about 0.06 wt % water. Magma fragmentation is anticipated tively, several such trapped bubbles may interact to produce a 
when such close packing occurs [Sparks, 1978]. The sizes of second generation of disruption of the original clot into a 
the largest gas bubbles present at the level where close pack- number of smaller clots. These, in turn, may contain even 
ing occurs are important in that they exert a strong control on 
the sizes of the pyroelastic clots and droplets produced by the 
breaking of the thin liquid films separating adjacent bubbles. 

The size of a liquid body isolated by the collapse of the 
walls of several bubbles will be comparable to the size of the 

TABLE 8. Values of the Factor K to be Used in Correcting 
Released Gas Contents Obtained From Figure 7b 

M/L, kg S --1 m -l 

ttapp, wt % 103 104 105 106 
1.0 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 
0.3 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.05 
0.1 1.02 1.07 1.10 1.15 

smaller trapped bubbles. 
This disruption process will proceed either until the gas 

pressure has reached that of the atmosphere or until the liquid 
has acquired a high enough yield strength (as a result of cool- 
ing or the rheological changes resulting from the degassing 
[Sparks and Pinkerton, 1978]) to support the residual gas pres- 
sures in the bubbles. The size of the largest gas bubble ex- 
pected to remain trapped by the time that the external pres- 
sure reaches that of the atmosphere will be greater than the 
size of the largest bubble present at the fragmentation level by 
a factor equal to the cube root of the ratio of the pressures at 
the fragmentation depth and the surface (as long as the 
magma yield strength is negligible and the gas expansion is 
nearly isothermal). 

We have used the computer program described by Sparks 
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[1978] to compute the maximum sizes of isolated bubbles at 
the fragmentation depth as a function of water content, 
magma rise speed, and viscosity; our numerical solutions for 
the magma rise model automatically give the pressure at the 
fragmentation depth, and so the largest bubble sizes at atmo- 
spheric pressure can also be found. Figure 8 shows some re- 
suits for total water contents of 1 and 2 wt % for a basalt with 

,/-- 300 Pa s. The numerous horizontal scales show the mass 
flow rate and conduit radius below the fragmentation level 
corresponding to the various rise velocities for circular con- 
duits and also the mass flow rate per unit length and half 
width corresponding to the same velocities for fissures. The 
dashed lines and their extensions give maximum bubble di- 
ameters at the fragmentation level. The diameters implied for 
water contents up to 1 wt % and for effusion rates similar to 
those found in section IV C$ are of order a few millimeters 

and match closely the sizes of most vesicles found in basaltic 
ejecta [Sparks, 1978] and also ;he sizes of the larger non- 
vesicular basaltic lapilli [Macdonald, 1972]. 

2. Bubble coalescence. A major complication to the 
idealized picture of the steady rise of a magma carrying em- 
bedded gas bubbles occurs when the rise speed of the bubbles 
through the magma becomes an appreciable fraction of the 
rise speed of the magma in the crust. Large bubbles will over- 
take and, under favorable circumstances, coalesce with 
smaller ones. The resulting increase in volume will lead to an 
increase in rise speed and an increased opportunity to over- 
take more small bubbles: clearly, a runaway situation may 
eventually develop in which very large bubbles arrive inter- 
mittently at the surface of the magma, having swept up many 
smaller bubbles. We take this circumstance to be the origin of 
the strombolian eruption style. 

We have built the process of bubble coalescence into 
Sparks' [1978] bubble rise computer program as follows. Let 
N(R) be the number of bubbles in the radius range R to R + 
dR associated with a volume V• of the magmatic liquid. We 
assume that at any level below the surface the total size distri- 
bution of bubbles is such that an equal mass of gas resided in 
each size interval. This is a crude attempt to take account of 
the fact that new, small bubbles are constantly nucleating with 
diameters of about 10 •m [Sparks, 1978], while there is always 
a sharp cut-off at a finite, large bubble size representing the 
current size of the bubble which first nucleated; thus there are 
many more small bubbles than large ones, and we can put 

N(R) = 'IR 

Equating the two expressions for Ts and substituting from (9) 
for ps give 

.,4' = n V, p,QT 4•rmP In (RL/RS) (37) 
Thus the total volume occupied by the gas bubbles is V•,, 
where 

V•, = N(R)4•rR 2 dr= nV, p,QT (38) 
s mP 

and the local fractional volume of bubbles is F•,, where 

V•, np,QT 
F• = (V•, + F'•• = np,QT + mP (39) 

Consider the bubbles in the radius range R to R + dR: they 
rise through the liquid with a speed W(R, t), where t is the 
time since nucleation. The calculation of this velocity is al- 
ready built into Sparks' [1978] program. In a time interval dt 
the largest bubble, rising with a speed WL, sweeps a volume 
given by 

E = WL'rRL dt (40) 

and overtakes a fraction Fo(R) of smaller bubbles given by 

WL -- W(R, O 
Fo(R) = WL (41) 

It does not absorb all of them, however. Small bubbles follow 
the liquid streamlMes around the large bubble, and it can only 
be guaranteed that those which Mitially lie withM their own 
radius of the ve•ical 1Me of ascent of the large bubble will 
make geometric contact with it. We assume that all such bub- 
bles are Mdeed absorbed by the large bubble, and so the frac- 
tion both overtaken and trapped is 

F/(R) = • Fo(R) (42) •L 2 

The total gas volume • represented by all these bubbles is 
found by multiplyMg the fraction trapped M each s•e class by 
the relative volume present M that s•e class and MtegratMg 
over the swept volume durMg the rise t•e t': 

• (np•QT/mP) 2 
• (RL/RS) (1 + (np,QT/mP)) 

(34) ß [WL -- W(R, t)]R dR dt (43) 
s 

The Mtegral cannot be readily Mtegrated analytically, sMce 
W(R, t) is not any s•ple function of R and t, va•Mg with 
Reynolds number and other factors [Sparks, 1978], and so it is 
approx•ated numerically. After each Mtegration step of the 
bubble rise program the volume • is added to that of the 
largest bubble and the correspondMg new bubble s•e found. 

(35) Figure 8 shows, as the solid cumes, the effects of bubble 
teraction for a basaltic magma with viscosity 300 Pa s and to- 
tal water contents 1 and 2% by weight. At magma rise veloci- 
ties at depth which are greater than about 1 m/s a steady fire 
fountaM is expected; at sufficiently low rise speeds (less than 
about 0.1 m/s and so comparable to the lowest speeds allowed 
for deep magma sources by coolMg constraMts; see Table 2), 
discrete strombolian explosions should take place as Mdivid- 

(36) ual, conduit-fillMg bubbles reach the surface. 

where A' is a constant to be determined. The mass q of a 
bubble of radius R is •rrR3p•, where p• is given by (9), so that 
the total gas mass T• is 

where R,• is the radius of the locally largest bubble and Rs is 
the radius of the smallest bubble present, always taken to be 5 
x 10 -6 m [Sparks, 1978]. However, the total gas mass is re- 
lated to the total liquid mass via n, the exsolved gas fraction, 

T s -- nV•p• 
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Fig. 9. Sketch of the geometry of eruptions from the upper lunar 
mantle into mare basins, based on the treatment by Solomon [1975]. 

A much more detailed study of the strombolian process 
than that given here is needed if detailed interpretations of in- 
dividual eruptions are to be made, since it is clear that the 
ejection velocities of explosion products from such eruptions 
depend critically on the way in which discrete bubbles burst 
through the magma surface in the vent [Blackburn et al., 1976; 
Chouet et al., 1974]. For the present we can only conclude that 
the occurrence of strombolian activity inan effusive eruption 
implies that the rise velocity of the magma at depth in the 
conduit system is less than about 0.5 m/s. 

V. ASCENT AND EMPLACEMENT OF BASALTIC MAGMAS 

ON THE MOON 

A. Definition of Effective Density Contrast 

Solomon [1975] has pointed out that in general, the lunar 
mare basalts are denser than the crustal rocks through which 
they must rise to reach the surface and has proposed a mecha- 
nism to explain how they can be erupted into the mare basins. 
Here we extend Solomon's treatment to obtain values for the 

likely effective density contrasts driving such eruptions. Con- 
sider Figure 9 in which a basin of depth db = Dn - Db• exists 
in a crust of density Pn and thickness Dn, which overlies a 
mantle of density Pro- A gas-free magmatic liquid of density p, 
is produced at a depth am below the mantle/crust boundary. 
Solomon [1975] argues that a horizontal, constant pressure 
surface may be defined, passing through the magma source, 
on which the pressure Pm is dictated by the regional load out- 
side the basin and is given by 

At some general time the magma level will stand at 
above the base of the crust. The overall pressure gradient 
driving the eruption, dP/dh, is clearly equal to Pm/(Dbi + am), 
so we have 

dP Pm g(pnDn + ProDre) 
• = (48) 

' dh Dn -}' Dm Dbi-}' Dm 

It will be recalled that in the slightly simpler circumstances il- 
lustrated in Figure 1 we assumed that the pressure gradient in 
the erupting magma was equal to the lithostatic gradient. 
Since in that case we had P = pngh, the gradient dP/dh was 
just png. Comparison of this expression with (48) shows that 
Solomon's mechanism corresponds to replacing Pn in all of the 
equations derived earlier with the quantity ton' given by 

pnDn + pmOm 
Pn' = (49) 

Db• +Dm 

Examination of Figure 9 shows that the lithostatic pressure 
at the level of the magma source under the basin, P/b, is given 
by 

Plb = g[(Dbi- Obz)Pl + Obzpn + amP,n] (50) 

which differs from Pro: the difference AP is given by 

AP =Pm -- P/b = g[pndb- Pl(Db,- D•:)] (51) 

At the start of the first basin-filling eruption, when D• --' D•:, 
this differential pressure is a maximum, equal to gpndb. For a 
basin depth of d• = 5 km, Ap would be 227 bars. A stress of 
this order must be supported somewhere in the lower crust or 
upper mantle if eruptions into the basin are to be avoided. 
Furthermore, since the stress to be supported is directly pro- 
portional to d•, a very strong crust would be required to sup- 
port uncompensated basins many tens of kilometers deep. At 
the end of all possible eruptions into a basin from a given 
source depth Dm below the crust, D•i becomes equal to D•/ 
given by (46), and the stress to be supported is a minimum, 
the value being found on substituting (46) into (51) to be g 
[(Dn - Db)(pl -- Pn) - Dm(Pm- p,)]. Thus basin-filling erup- 
tions reduce the stress that must be supported at depth below 
a basin. 

Some idea of the trends of numerical values of the variables 

during basin-filling cycles can be obtained from a simple 
Pm= pngDn + Pmgam (44) model with a fixed crustal thickness. According to thermal 

where the variation of g with depth and the finite rock corn- models of the evolution of the lunar interior [Solomon, 1975] 
pressibilities are neglected. Hydrostatic balance dictates that we may assume that at about 4 billion years ago the crustal 
the maximum height above the base of the crust to which the thickness was, say, Dn -- 65 kin. We take reasonable values for 
basin can be filled is D•/given by 

jO!g(Dbf "[- Drn)• Prn 

Using (44) for Pm and solving for D,t, 

PnDn + pmOm- plato 
D•,/ = 

Dl 

the various densities, pn = 2800 kg/m 3, lorn = 3400 kg/m 3, and 
p, -- 3100 kg?m 3 and assume that a series of eruptions take 

(45) place with sources at increasing depths am below the crust as 
the lunar mantle evolves. For the first eruption we take a m = 
10 km so that, from (47), the basin depth must be at least D,• 
-- 5.32 kin: we assume db= 10 kin, so that Db: -- 55 kin. Then 

(46) the initial crustal stress is P -- 454 bars. Fractures form in the 
upper mantle and crust, and an eruptive episode begins. The 

Thus the basaltic liquid can only be erupted at all if the basin initial value of pn' is given by (49) with Dbi = Dbz as 3323 kg/ 
is deeper than Dll----Dn- Dbf, where m 3, so that the initial effective density contrast is (3323 - 

( } I } 3100) -- 223 kg/m3' If the magma supply is exhausted when all = Dn Pl -- Ion _ am Iota -- IOi (47) Db• = 57 kin, so that a thickness of 2 km of basalt has been 
Pl Pl erupted into the basin, the residual stress in the crust is 353 

If the value of D!l given by this formula is negative, this sim- bars. The value of pn' at the end of the eruption is 3224 kg/m 3, 
ply implies that eruptions can take place even without the and the effective density contrast has fallen to 124 kg/m 3. If a 
presence of a basin. second eruptive cycle starts at a later time when a new magma 
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reservoir exists at a depth of Dm= 30 kin, the new initial value 
of pa' is 3264 kg/m 3, and the driving density contrast is raised 
to 164 kg/m 3. If a further 2 km thickness of basalt is erupted 
before the supply runs out, the stress and density contrast at 
the end of the eruption are 253 bars and 91 kg/m 3, respec- 
tively. 

Eruptions would terminate with the basin filled to a depth 
of 8 km (i.e., to within 2 km of the prebasin surface level) if 
the final magma supply came from a depth below the crust of 
Dm= 44.33 km. The final driving density contrast would, of 
course, be zero, and the final stress to be supported at depth 
would be 52 bars. This pattern of eruptions from steadily in- 
creasing depths can maintain the driving density contrast at a 
value in the range 100 to 250 kg/m 3, while steadily reducing 
the crustal stresses. It was for this reason that a density con- 
trast of 200 kg/m 3 (together with a source depth of order 100 
km) was used in calculations in section IIIA. 

B. Volatiles: Composition and Solubility 

There is still some dispute as to the composition of possible 
volatiles in lunar magmas. Calculations and measurements on 
returned lunar mare basalts by Sato [1976, 1977] imply that 
an important source of volatiles in these magmas was a chem- 
ical reaction at pressures less than about 170 bars between 
carbon and iron oxides to produce metallic iron, CO, and 
CO2. Thermodynamic arguments suggest that CO becomes 
dominant as the pressure decreases. From the measured 
amounts of nonmeteoritic iron in lunar basalts, Housley [1978] 
deduced that 250 to 750 ppm CO was typically produced in 
the mare basalts as they erupted. Since there is no strong evi- 
dence to the contrary, we assume that CO was the major vola- 
tile driving lunar eruptions. 

There is no information on the kinetics of the reactions at 

the molecular level between carbon grains and iron oxides, 
and so we cannot calculate the CO production rate during the 
rise of a lunar magma. However, trial calculations have shown 
that the final eruption conditions of the magma are sensitive 
only to the total amount of CO produced, not to the detailed 
variation of production rate with depth. Accordingly, we 
make the convenient assumption that the amount of CO pro- 
duced, n•,, increases linearly to the surface from the depth 
where production starts at a pressure of 170 bars (about 3.5 
kin). Then, if nf is the final amount of exsolved CO selected 
for any particular model calculation, np is given by 

n•,= n {1 - h• } h<h: (52) 
with h: = 3.5 kin. The gas produced is only exsolved if n•, is 
greater than nu, the solubility at any depth. Thus n is defined 
as (% - nu) when the value is positive and zero otherwise. 
There are no data available on the solubility of CO in sili- 
cates: we are forced to assume, for the purposes of modeling 
eruptions, that the solubility of CO is the same as that of CO2 
given by (31). 

Figure 2 includes examples of the variation of (%- nu) with 

C. Lack of Atmosphere: Effect on Steadily Erupting Fluids 

In the case of a lunar eruption some care is needed in treat- 
ing the gas pressure near the surface. On a planet with an at- 
mosphere the total pressure at any depth is composed of two 
contributions, one from the weight of the overlying rocks and 
the other from the weight of the atmosphere. As a magma 
rises through a vent, the rock contribution becomes zero, and 
the pressure becomes that of the atmosphere. On earth the 
gravity is such that the overlying rock alone exerts a pressure 
of I bar at a depth of about 3 m. Thus the presence of the 
earth's atmosphere ensures that the fractional change in pres- 
sure is very small over the last few meters beneath the surface. 
In the lunar case the fractional pressure change in the ex- 
panding magmatic gas becomes very large over the last few 
meters if it is assumed that the external pressure is zero. The 
vertical velocity of the disrupted magma increases rapidly to- 
ward the surface, but even so a large increase in cross-sec- 
tional area is needed to accommodate the motion if the pres- 
sure is to remain lithostatic within the regolith. Since the gas 
phase must expand sideways to occupy the whole of the vent, 
significant horizontal velocity components occur, and the en- 
ergy equation must be modified to take account of this fact: 
the form given in (1) applies only to one-dimensional motion. 

A complete solution to this problem would involve detailed 
treatment of the three-dimensional flow field in the vent. For- 

tunately, however, this is not necessary for the present pur- 
pose. As long as the horizontal velocity component is consid- 
erably less than the vertical component, a locally conical 
approximation to the flow field may be used. Evaluation of 
the average horizontal velocity in terms of the horizontal ve- 
locity at the edge of the conduit or fissure shows that if u is 
still identified as the upward velocity in the center of the vent, 
the total kinetic energy term, equal to «u 2 in the one-dimen- 
sional case, may be approximated by «u 2 [1 + Y(dr/dh)2], 
where Y-- 1/3 (for a fissure) and 1/5 (for a circular conduit). 
For convenience, the same formula is used when dr/dh, the 
rate of vent widening toward the surface, becomes large; how- 
ever, the term Y(dr/dh) 2 is not allowed to increase to values 
greater than unity: this corresponds to the limiting case where 
energy is shared equally by the horizontal and vertical veloc- 
ity components. The complex motions approximated by the 
above treatment only set in near the surface, roughly at the 
level where the radius of the conduit or fissure is equal to the 
depth. 

D. Steady Lunar Eruptions 

The considerations presented earlier for terrestrial erup- 
tions, relating to the opening of vents and the early stages of 
eruptions, apply in the same way to lunar events and need no 
further discussion. As before, we make the simplifying as- 
sumption that the pressure in the erupting material is every- 
where lithostatic once fairly steady eruption conditions are 
reached. Figures 10 and 11 show some examples of the varia- 
tion with depth of fissure or conduit width and upward veloc- 
ity for a number of effusion rates of a lunar basalt with viscos- 

depth. Because of the effectively zero atmospheric pressure on ity 10 Pa s and released gas content 750 ppm CO. The patterns 
the moon, there must be some form of disruption in an erupt- are generally similar to those for terrestrial eruptions except 
ing lunar magma unless that magma is completely gas-free (or for the more rapid increase of both vent width and eruption 
has a sufficiently large yield strength to retain gas bubbles at a velocity within the last few meters of the surface as the effects 
finite pressure). Magma disruption may be expected to occur of the negligible external pressure dominate. The relative in- 
at a depth of about 41 m for a final CO content of about 750 crease in both of these quantities is less for eruptions with 
ppm and at a depth of 14 m for 250 ppm. lower gas contents. 
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Fig. 10. Variation with depth below the surface of the conduit 
radius (solid curves) or fissure half width (dashed curves) for lunar 
eruptions of a basalt with density 3000 kg/m 3, viscosity 10 Pa s, and 
final exsolved CO content 750 ppm. The solid curves are labeled by 
mass eruption rate in kg/s and the dashed curves by mass eruption 
rate per unit fissure length in kg s -I m -I. 

1. Lunar vent sizes. Because of the very rapid outward 
flaring expected within the regolith zone it is not a simple 
matter to specify the sizes of surface vents. The present thick- 
ness of the regolith in most lunar highland is up to about 15 m 
[Cooper et al., 1974], whereas at the time of the major volcanic 
episodes (3 to 4 billion years ago) the regolith thickness may 
have been less by a factor of about 2. Continuing regolith de- 
velopment may have redistributed surface materials to the ex- 
tent that vent shapes within a few meters of the surface have 

2. Magma fragmentation. At the fragmentation level a 
lunar magma disrupts into a spray of droplets and clots whose 
sizes will be controlled at least partly by the sizes of the largest 
bubbles present in the way discussed earlier for the terrestrial 
case. However, the fact that the released gas must expand to 
essentially zero final pressure means that even the smallest 
bubbles will attempt to expand to an infinite size. Although 
gas release may tend to produce undercooling of the melt by 
raising the solidus and liquidus temperatures [Sparks and 
Pinkerton, 1978], this may be compensated by the fact that gas 
exsolution is an exothermic process [Burnham and Davis, 
1974]; also, some lunar basalts may have been superheated on 
eruption [Ringwood and Kesson, 1976], and much more thor- 
ough disruption of the magma droplets is to be expected in a 
lunar basaltic eruption than in any terrestrial eruption. A wide 
range of nonvesicular droplet sizes, from diameters com- 
parable to the sizes of the largest bubbles present at fragmen- 
tation down to diameters comparable to the sizes of the small- 
est bubbles capable of nucleating, about 10/•m, is expected. 

In an attempt to calculate the sizes of the largest non- 
coalescing bubbles present in lunar basalts we have modified 
the computer program developed by Sparks [1978] to solve 
the growth of H20 bubbles in terrestrial magmas to deal with 
the lunar case. As with the case of gas solubility, the material 
properties of CO2 were substituted for those of CO where the 
latter were not known. Figure 13 shows the variation of the 
largest bubble diameter at the level of magma fragmentation 
as a function of final released gas content and M (for a con- 

been radically changed. Only in cases where some form of duit) or M/L (for a fissure) for a lunar basalt with viscosity 10 
pyroclastic cone formed around the vent with a height sub- 
stantially greater than the present regolith thickness is it prob- 
able that some vestige of the original structure would be rec- 
ognizable now. This is particularly true for effusive eruptions 
where the vent may be left almost completely blocked by the 
last magma to emerge. 

As an extreme alternative, if the local magma source is at 
shallow depth, the evacuation of the magma reservoir may be 
compensated by subsidence of the surface rocks near the vent 
leading to the production of a caldera comparable in horizon- 
tal extent to the size of the initial magma body. In view of the 
petrological evidence that lunar basalts appear to have 
reached the surface directly from depths of the order of 100 
km or more [Kesson and Lindsley, 1976; Papike et al., 1976] it 
is doubtful if this second alternative is common. In either 

case, however, it will be hard to associate the size and shape of 
the apparent surface features with the original vent geometry. 
The only safe generalization is that the fractional increase of 
the length of an elongate fissure source will be less than the 
fractional change in its width. 

For those cases where only regolith development has modi- 
fied the initial vent shape it is proposed that the vent size at a 
depth equal to the present regolith thickness may be com- 
parable to the apparent size of presently observable depres- 
sion features. Accordingly, Figures 12a and 12b give the rele- 
vant parameter (radius for a conduit, half width for a fissure) 
as a function of released gas content and effusion rate. 

We note that for eruptions from fissures, even effusion rates 
10 times larger than those estimated for the Columbia River 
basalt flows on earth (about 3 x 10 4 kg s -l m -! [Swanson et 
al., 1975]) would only require vents less than 10 m wide. 
These would be hard to locate in most orbital photographs 
unless accompanied by other features such as constructional 
pyroclastic deposits or collapse depressions. 

Pa s. Maximum bubble sizes range from a few millimeters at 
the lowest effusion rates which can occur to a few hundred mi- 

crons at the highest expected. The possibility of bubble coales- 
cence has been included in the lunar calculations, and the re- 
sults are shown in Figure 13. At rise velocities greater than 
about 3 m/s, coalescence is negligible, while at rise velocities 
less than 0.3 m/s, bubbles up to several centimeters in diame- 
ter may be present at the fragmentation level. 

To summarize, in nonstrombolian eruptions, lunar pyro- 
clasts should be relatively free of gas inclusions and be present 
in the total size range from a few millimeters to a few tens of 
microns. Where strombolian activity occurs, the droplet size 
range will extend to somewhat coarser droplets. These sizes 
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rise velocity of magma (or magma disruption products above the frag- 
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Fig. 12. Circular conduit radii (Figure 12a) and elongate fissure 
half widths (Figure 12b) at a depth of 15 m below the present lunar 
surface for basaltic eruptions with exsolved CO contents of 750, 300, 
and 100 ppm, given as a funtion of mass eruption rate M (Figure 12a) 
or mass eruption rate per unit fissure length M/L (Figure 12b). The 
radius or half width below the depth where CO release begins is 
shown by the dashed line. 

point just above the fragmentation level for released gas con- 
tents in the range 100 to 750 ppm and all effusion rates of in- 
terest. In all cases the calculated droplet size would decrease if 
the calculation were performed for a shallower depth. This 
fact emphasizes the point that in lunar eruptions the released 
gas eventually escapes completely from the eruption site 
(whereas on earth it is always incorporated into an eruption 
cloud of some sort), and all pyroclasts, however small, must 
decouple from the radially expanding gas cloud eventually; 
we shall return to this point shortly. However, for the moment 
we can say with certainty that droplets or clots bigger than the 
sizes given in Table 9 will decouple at once from the gas flow 
and proceed up the vent with an initial speed equal to the 
magma rise speed just below the fragmentation level. 

If the limiting sizes in Table 9 are compared with the ex- 
pected largest bubble, and hence droplet, sizes in Figures 13, it 
is clear that at high effusion rates all the droplets will stay 
coupled to the gas flow, and thus that velocity/depth curves 
such as those shown in Figure 11 will be accurate. However, 
at low effusion rates a significant fraction of the droplets will 
decouple from the general gas flow and pursue quasi-ballistic 
trajectories. We can define a limiting effusion rate, MA for 
conduits or (M/L)A for fissures, as a function of released gas 
content, above which a negligible number of droplets will de- 
couple from the gas flow in the vent. This limiting effusion 
rate is plot_ted as a function of n in Figures 14a and 14b. 

For those cases where droplets do decouple from the gas 
flow at once, our numerical models provide both the rise 
speed and the slope of the vent wall at the fragmentation 
level, and we can compute the trajectories out of the vent and 
find the maximum range across the surface of the larger drop- 
lets. If uz is the mean upward velocity of the magma, rz the 
conduit radius or fissure half width, and (dr/dh): the slope of 
the vent wall at the fragmentation level at depth h:, then the 
range is X given by 

X=r:+ 
g •-• [u: + (u, •- 2ghz) '/:] z 

(53) 

are very similar to those of the various types of glass spheres 
found in the Apollo regolith samples and already widely ac- 
cepted as being of pyroclastic origin [Heiken and McKay, 
1977]. 

3. Ejection velocities and ranges of coarse pyroclasts in 
steady eruptions. Shortly above the magma fragmentation 
level, the released droplets move as discrete individuals in the 
stream of released gas. All particles whose terminal velocities 
in the gas are small relative to the upward velocity of the gas 
in the vent stay locked to the gas motion. They and the gas to- 
gether form a compound fluid to which the equations we have 
presented earlier apply just as well as to a continuous mag- 
matic liquid containing bubbles. However, if droplets are suf- 
ficiently large, their motion relative to the gas cannot be ig- 
nored; they lag behind the gas motion and accumulate 
progressively in the vent. If we assume, for the moment, that 
not too many of the droplets are large, so that our calculated 
velocities are adequate, then we can compute (using the 
method of Walker et al. [1971]) the size of the droplet which 
will have a terminal velocity in the gas equal to the gas rise 
speed at any level between the fragmentation depth and the 
surface. This droplet size marks the boundary between drop- 
lets which stay locked to the gas and those which decouple 
from it. Table 9 shows the results of these calculations for a 
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Fig. 13. Variation of maximum CO bubble diameter with magma 
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TABLE 9. Values of the Diameter in Millimeters of Dense Liquid 
Droplets Having Terminal Velocities in the Gas Stream Equal to 

the Gas Velocity Just Above the Fragmentation Level for 
Lunar Magmas With Viscosity 10 Pa s 

M,* kg/s 

n, ppm 109- 10 '• 106 108 1020 

750 2 22 150 240 500 

300 0.3 7 37 69 180 
100 0.1 1.6 6.7 12 60 

M/L,'I' kg s -t m -• 

n, ppm 109- 103 10 '• 105 106 

750 0.1 2.6 32 120 320 
300 0.05 1.0 10 30 40 
100 0.01 0.3 2.0 5.6 6.7 

Here n is the released weight fraction of CO, M is the mass eruption 
rate in a circular conduit, and M/L is the mass eruption rate per unit 
length in a fissure. 

* Conduit. 

'• Fissure. 

Clearly, droplets will not leave the vent at all unless the veloc- 
ity u• is greater than (2ghO •/2. We can define a second limiting 
effusion rate, MB for conduits and (M/L)B for fissures, below 
which no decoupling droplets can leave the vent; this second 
limiting effusion rate is also shown in Figures 14a and 14b. 
Consider the case of a conduit. For all gas contents at which 
MA is greater than M• there are only two possible scenarios. If 
the actual effusion rate in a given eruption M is greater than 
M•, all droplets leave the vent; if M is less than M•, a finite 
number of large droplets do decouple from the gas flow and 
cannot leave the vent. They are eventually deposited on the 
vent walls. If, however, MA is less than M•, as is true for gas 
contents less than about 300 ppm, then there are three sce- 
narios. If M is less than M•, a finite number of coarse droplets 
are deposited inside the vent. If M is greater than MA but less 
than MB, some coarse droplets do decouple from the gas flow 
but leave the vent to form a local pyroclastic deposit. If M is 
greater than M•, no droplets decouple from the gas flow 
within the vent. 

Exactly equivalent arguments apply for fissure eruptions, 
and these combinations of circumstances are summarized in 

considering in more detail the way in which progressively 
smaller pyroclastic droplets decouple from the steady state 
eruption cloud over the vent at increasing distances. We have 
already shown that in a steady lunar eruption a transition 
must occur in the upper part of the vent from mainly upward 
motion to radial motion. For a circular conduit/vent system 
the symmetry dictates that the final motion of the gas and all 
clasts locked to it is radially outward into a hemisphere. For a 
fissure source the elongate shape implies that just above the 
vent the motion will have cylindrical symmetry. At distances 
much greater than the active fissure length, however, the mo- 
tion will rapidly tend to hemispherical flow. For simplicity we 
treat only the purely hemispherical flow case but show retro- 
spectively that most of the results are also applicable to the 
fissure case. 

Since the expanding cloud of gas and clasts is a steady (time 
independent) system, equations (1), (2), (3), (5), and (8) apply 
to it with minor modifications; we assume that the gas expan- 
sion is largely adiabatic and so use (10) to relate the gas den- 
sity to the pressure. The main change required is to replace 
the height coordinate h with a radial coordinate c, measured 
from the center of the vent at ground level. It is now adequate 
to neglect both the friction term in (1) and, since the gas vol- 
ume at the pressures involved is much greater than the total 
particle volume, the particle volume term in (8). The potential 
energy term in (1) is modified by noting that the potential en- 
ergy per unit mass of a hemispherical shell of radius c is «gc; 
the required equations become 

dP 
-• -- u du - «g dc (54) 

• du 2dc dp + • + = 0 (55) 
p u c 

1 n 

p pg 
(56) 

with (10) as before. 
The main inadequacy of this treatment is that it neglects the 

effect (on the main part of the cloud of gas and relatively 
small clasts) of the motion of the relatively large clasts as they 
decouple from the general flow and fall to the ground. More 
exact solutions to the problem require complex iterative meth- 

Figures 14a and 14b. If (53) is used to evaluate the ranges of ods and may be the subject of future study; the present analy- 
coarse droplets forming a localized deposit outside the vent, it 
is found that the maximum possible ranges are about 20 m in 
the case of conduit eruptions and about 30 m for fissure erup- 
tions. Thus, if our assumption that fluid lunar basalts undergo 
almost complete fragmentation is correct, it is clear that only 
very localized pyroclastic structures will be formed from the 
coatset ejecta. 

For the sake of completeness we consider the possibility 
that the above assumption is incorrect, and that even with 
high gas contents and high effusion rates, steady eruptions 
produce a large proportion of coarse droplets, i.e., bigger than 
the diameters given in Table 9. Then (53) enables us to find 
the maximum range of such ejecta as a function of effusion 
rate and released gas content. Figure 15 summarizes the re- 
sults of such calculations and shows that wide, low pyroclastic 
structures up to tens or hundreds of meters in diameter could 
be produced. 

4. Sorting of small particles in steady eruptions. The find- 
ings of the previous section can be elaborated somewhat by 

, 

sis serves to give a general picture of the particle sorting. The 
above equations are solved by a stepwise numerical in- 
tegration scheme. The starting conditions for the integration 
are taken to be the gas contents and velocities just above the 
fragmentation surface in each of the models treated in the 
previous section, and the initial value of c is taken to be the 
conduit radius at this depth. Thus the solutions are referred to 
distances measured from the fragmentation level rather than 
the true lunar surface; however, the ranges of droplets of in- 
terest are so much greater than the depths of fragmentation 
surfaces below ground that this is of negligible importance. 

The progressive decoupling of clasts is clearly a function of 
their size distribution. On the basis of earlier arguments the 
clasts should consist mainly of submillimeters sized droplets; 
however, we cannot neglect the possibility that a significant 
number of much larger fragments may be present. We synthe- 
size the fallout of clasts by slowly increasing the value of n, 
the gas mass fraction in the cloud, with radial distance. A rela- 
tively rapid rate of increase of n corresponds to a size distribu- 
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Fig. 14. Variation with exsolved CO content n of the three limit- 
ing effusion rates defined in the text. For circular conduits, Figure 14a 
shows M•, the mass eruption rate above which a negligible fraction of 
submillimeter droplets will decouple from the gas flow just above the 
fragmentation level; MB, the mass eruption rate below which decoup- 
ling droplets cannot be projected over the edge of the vent; and Mo 
the mass eruption rate below which strombolian activity will occur. 
Figure 14b shows the corresponding mass eruption rates per unit fis- 
sure length for elongate vents. 

tion in which coarse particles predominate, while a relatively 
slow rate of increase represents a predominance of small drop- 
lets. Suitable rates of increase to correspond to realistic par- 
ticle sizes were found by trial and error. 

At each stage of the integration a value can be calculated 
for the diameter of droplet which has a terminal velocity in 
the gas equal to the local gas speed. Droplets of this size will 
decouple from the gas flow in the region directly above the 
vent. At greater horizontal distances it is, of course, only the 
vertical component of the gas velocity which supports the 
droplets. Thus a droplet of the above size which happens to be 
traveling along a nearly horizontal path in the base of the 
cloud will decouple from the cloud much closer to the vent. 
The maximum final range reached by a particle of any given 
size will be obtained if that particle travels along a trajectory 
which is initially inclined at an angle somewhat greater than 
45 ø to the horizontal. The upward gas velocity component at 
the radial distance c where it decouples from the flow will 
then be roughly 1/x/• (i.e., about 0.7) times the total gas ve- 

locity, and so it is the diameter of the particle whose terminal 
velocity is equal to this latter velocity which will be relevant at 
any given integration step. Such a particle will progressively 
lose its vertical support from the gas and will be traveling 
nearly horizontally at the time it decouples; it will therefore 
travel a further distance u2/2g, where u is the local total veloc- 
ity component. Since it separates from the rest of the gas flow 
at a radial distance c from the vent and has been traveling at 
an average elevation of about 45 ø , its horizontal distance is 
c/x/• at this point, and so its total range is De, where 

C U 2 

Oc = + 2g (57) 
The above operation is carried out at each integration step 

for each chosen rate of increase of n with c. It is found in all 

cases that the calculated released particle size decreases with c 
rapidly at first and then becomes essentially constant. In each 
model calculation we record the ratio a by which n has in- 
creased and the corresponding total particle range De when 
the limiting size, say de, is reached. Gas mass enrichment by a 
factor a corresponds to a total particle mass decrease by a fac- 
tor/•, where 

I - na 
# = • (58) 

Thus each model leads to a prediction that particles much 
smaller than the diameter d• can reach a maximum range D•, 
provided that they comprise no more than a fraction (1 - ,8) 
of the total magma mass. A surprising feature of the results is 
that d• is not a strong function of magma gas content or effu- 
sion rate, always being in the range 4 to 10 mm. Thus the de- 
gree of dispersal of the pyroclastic droplets depends critically 
on whether or not many magma clots larger than a few milli- 
meters in diameter are formed as the magma disrupts. Figure 
16 summarizes the results of these calculations, showing the 
maximum range which submillimeters droplets can reach as a 
function of the fraction they represent of all the ejecta for sev- 
eral pairs of values of total effusion rate and released magma 
gas content. Although the results have been calculated for a 
circular vent source, they are also applicable to fissure sources 
as long as the length of the active fissure is somewhat smaller 
than the droplet ranges of interest. Clearly, if submillimeter 
droplets from only a very small fraction of the total ejecta, 
they can be expelled to distances of tens of kilometers. If, 
however, they form the majority of the ejecta, their ranges are 
much more limited. 

For this latter case, which we have argued is likely to be the 
most common in lunar eruptions, Figures 17a and 17b show, 
for circular and fissure vents, the combinations of released gas 
content n and effusion rate needed to eject droplets to a given 
maximum range. 

5. Deposit accumulation rates and resulting structures in 
steady eruptions. The types of pyroelastic structure or lava 
flow formed near a lunar vent will depend on the accumula- 
tion rate of ejected magma which will in turn be a function of 
the mass eruption rate and the exsolved magma gas content. 
There are two cases to consider. 

Gas-free magma: In a completely gas-free magma the 
magma rise velocity uf at all depths is given by (12). With no 
gas expansion to be accommodated there is no particular rea- 
son to expect a flared vent shape. A nearly vertical fountain of 
magma will rise above the vent to a height u/2/2g; the flow 
field within it will be upward in the middle and downward 
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Fig. 15. Combinations of values of released Co content n and effusion rate required to produce a given maximum 
ejecta range for lunar eruptions in which the majority of the ejecta are larger than a few millimeters in size. Figure 15a is 
for circular vents and Figure 15b for elongate fissures. The solid curves are labeled by the maximum range in meters. The 
stippled areas show the combinations of circumstances leading to accumulation of cooled pyroclasts if the mean clast size 
is 0.1 m; all combinations of circumstances to the left of the dotted line lead to cooled deposits if the mean clast size is 1 m. 
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over the outer surface. Surface wave instabilities may cause 
magma blobs to separate from the outer surface, but essen- 
tially, the magma will arrive back on the ground within one 
vent radius of the vent edge in a steady stream and coalesce to 
form a lava flow. This will be true of both conduit and fissure 

eruptions and will apply for all effusion rates. No pyroclastic 
structures will be formed. It follows that the presence of a sub- 
stantial pyroclastic structure around a lunar vent, or the pres- 
ence of pyroclastic$ in the nearby regolith, implies that gas 
was released from the erupted magma. 

Steady eruptions with gas present: In all cases where gas is 
released, there is substantial disruption of a lunar magma and 
significant dispersal of the eruption products. A number of 
factors bear on the temperature of the accumulating ejected 
clots and droplets. If effusion rates are low enough, gas con- 
tent is high enough, or magma blobs are large enough, the 
cloud of dispersing objects will be optically thin: radiation 
from individual. clots can escape at once from the cloud. If the 
clots are big enough or their flight time is short, they may not 
cool significantly except in a thin surface layer; if they are 
small enough or the flight time is long, they may cool to com- 
plete rigidity. On the other hand, if the eruption cloud is opti- 
cally thick, the case favored by high effusion rate, low gas 
content, and small droplets, then only particles in the outer 
shell of the cloud will cool, and all others will land at mag- 
matic temperatures, irrespective of their size and flight time. 
An estimate can be made of the optical depth in a cloud of lo- 
cally uniform density as follows. 

Let d be the average particle diameter in the eruption cloud 
and S be the average interparticle distance. If the particles 
were arranged in regular layers, the fractional cross-sectional 
area obscured by the particles in any one layer would be q• = 
•rae/S 2, and so in a random arrangement the number of such 
layers required to produce complete obscuration is of order 1 ? 
•; at an average spacing S these represent a depth into the 
cloud of S3?•rd 2. Statistically, however, some foreground parti- 
cles obscure background particles rather than obscuring the 
space between them: the first layer in the cloud obscures a 
fraction q of the area beyond leaving a fraction (1 - •) visible; 
the second layer leaves a fraction (1 - •)2 visible and so on. If 
we assume J layers are needed to reduce the visible area to a 
fraction 8, we have 

(1 - •)J= 8 J = In •/ln(1 - •) (59) 

But • is much less than unity, so In (1 - •) = -• and we can 
put 

J =-in 8/• (60) 

Thus instead of 1/• layers we need (-in 8) times 1/• layers, 
i.e., more by a factor of F = (-in 8); some values of this factor 
are for 8 = 0.1, F = 2.3; for 8 = 0.01, F = 4.6; for 8 = 0.001, F 
= 6.9. Clearly, it will be adequate to take F = 10. So the cloud 
will be optically thick if the number of layers, at separation S, 
is greater than 10/• = 10S2/•ra e, i.e., if the cloud is thicker 
than 10S3/•d e. There is a final complication. We expect in 
reality a finite range of particle sizes around the average diam- 
eter. Let the range be from a factor E less than d to a factor E 
greater than d. Then if there are, say (2m + 1) classes each 
containing an equal mass of particles, the average size of the 
particles in a general class is de (k-•-m)/m, where k runs from 1 
to (2m + 1). The number of particles in a class is proportional 
to the class size to the power -3, while the cross-sectional area 
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Fig. 16. Maximum ranges of submillimeter ejecta as a function of 
the mass fraction they represent of all the ejecta for six combinations 
of mass eruption rate and released CO content in lunar eruptions. 

of each particle in the class is proportional to the class size 
squared, so the total area contributed by any class is propor- 
tional to the class size to the power -1. Thus the total cross- 
sectional area contributed by all the classes is proportional to 
A •, where 

2m-- 1 

/11---- • (-((k-l-m)/m)d-I (61) 

whereas if all the particles had had the same size, the equiva- 
lent total area would have been proportional to A2, where 

2m+ 1 

32 = • d -l= (2m + 1) d-' (62) 
k--I 

It follows that the particles have a total cross-sectional area 
greater than that found by assuming them all to have the av- 
erage particle size by a factor G given by 

A l 1 2m+ 1 
-- y• •(l+(l/m)--(k/m)) (63) G- .d 2 (2m + 1) 

Since we really need the value of G corresponding to a contin- 
uous distribution of grain sizes, we take the limit of this ex- 
pression as rn goes to infinity which is easy to approximate nu- 
merically. Some values are G = 1.2, 2, 11, and 72 for e -- 3, 10, 
100, and 1000, respectively. Since we have argued that the lu- 
nar magma droplet sizes should mainly lie in the range 1 mm 
to 10 -2 ram, it is appropriate to use E = 10 and so G = 2. The 
final estimate of the cloud thickness needed for complete ob- 
scuration is thus A, where 

A-- 5S3/7fd 2 (64) 

It does not matter if we make the alternative assumption that 
particle sizes are much larger than 1 mm as long as the ratio of 
the sizes of the largest and smallest particles is not too differ- 
ent from the above example. 

The average particle spacing in a cloud, S, can be evaluated 
from the effusion rate, the average particle size d, the particle 
density (equal to p/), and the maximum range D. For a circu- 
lar vent producing a mass eruption rate M the number of frag- 
ments released per unit time is N = M/((•/6)d31o/). We have 
shown earlier (section VD4) that all particles ultimately follow 
an approximately parabolic trajectory to their final range (for 
the whole path if they are large clots which never experience 
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Fig. 17. Combinations of values of released CO content n and effusion rate required to produce a given maximum 
ejecta range for lunar eruptions in which the majority of the ejecta are submillimeter in size. Figure 17a is for circular 
conduits and Figure 17b for elongate fissures. In each case the solid curves are labeled by the maximum range in meters, 
and the dashed line marks the boundary between eruptions in which the eruption clouds are optically thick and those in 
which the clouds are optically thin. For eruptions to the left of the dashed line, pyroclasts land cool to form cinder cones; 
to the right of the line, ejecta land hot and coalesce to form lava flows. 

significant acceleration by gas and for most of the path if they 
are submillimeter in size, since the acceleration occurs within 
a small region above the vent) and so their flight average time 
z is given by the formula z -- (D/g) 1/2. The number of objects 

in flight at any time is then Nz, and they occupy a spatial re- 
gion of radius D and height D/2 which is the envelope of all 
the parabolic trajectories and which has a volume close to D 3. 
Thus the number per unit volume in the cloud is Nz/D 3 and 
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the typical separation is the cube root of the reciprocal of this 
quantity. Substituting for N and ß we have 

( •rgl/2p•D2.• !/3 s-- a, 6 (65) 
and hence for a circular vent, 

5dgl/2•lD2.5 
Ac- 6 x/•M (66) 

In the case of an elongate fissure the equivalent analysis yields 
A/, where 

5•rdgl/2ptDI.5 
6.9Af = 12 x/•(M/L) (67) 

The above derivations have been based on the assumption 
that droplets in a cloud are distributed uniformly; this is not 
the case in general, and it will be valuable to deduce the rela- 
tive thickness of the accumulating deposit and hence the rela- 
tive density of the cloud just above it, as a function of distance 
from the vent. In the case of a circular vent from which ejecta 
are dispersed uniformly in all directions the relative amount 
of material ejected between elevations 0 and 0 + dO is propor- 
tional to cos 0 dO. It lands in an annular region between 
ranges D and D + dD, which has area proportional to D IdOl, 
i.e., to sin 20 Icos 201 dO, and so the relative thickness is pro- 
portional to cos O/sin 20 Icos 20l. This function has singular- 
ities at 0 -- 0 ø and 45 ø. The first of these is not too important, 
since it is probably unrealistic to imagine any ejecta being 
projected exactly horizontally from the vent:, the most trivial 
surface irregularities at the edge of the vent will intercept such 
ejecta at once leading to progressive build-up of spatter struc- 
tures. The singularity at 45 o corresponds to the mathematical 
imposition of an exactly defined maximum range. Debris ac- 
cumulating just at the maximum range will not build up a ver- 
tical outer wall to the deposit; instead, material will slump 
outward until a stable slope is reached. It is adequate to plot 

TABLE 10. Values of the Velocity ust, Gas Density pg, and Largest 
Droplet Diameter dma,• in a Stream of Gas and Small Droplets 

Ejected in a Lunar Strombolian Explosion as a Function of 
the Ratio of Ambient Pressure P to Initial Pressure Po 

P/Po ust, m/s Ps, kg/m3 dmax, mm X 
0.8 169 1.3 x 10 -2 57 1.08 
0.3 373 5.9 x 10 -2 127 1.5 
0.1 486 2.6 X 10 -3 95 2.2 

10 -2 612 4.3 x 10 -n 27 4.7 
10 -3 676 7.4 X 10 -5 10 10 
10 -n 710 1.3 X 10 -5 8 21 
10 -5 730 2.1 X 10 -6 7 46 

Also given is the approximate factor X by which the radius of the 
expanding gas cloud will have increased from its initial radius equal 
to that of the bursting bubble. See text for further details. 

of the vent and one half of the deposit lies in the outer one 
tenth of the deposit radius. This is most important, since if the 
outer shell of the cloud is optically thick, little thermal radia- 
tion can escape from anywhere within it. We conclude that if 
Ac given by (66) is less than one tenth of the maximum radius 
of a circular deposit then the cloud from which that deposit 
forms is optically thick and the deposit accumulates with neg- 
ligible cooling. 

The same analysis can be applied to a fissure source. The 
simpler, elongate geometry leads to the result that the deposit 
thickness is proportional to (cos 20) -!. Figure 18 shows the 
relative thickness as a function of fractional range; in this case 
the ejecta are mainly concentrated into the outer part of the 
deposit. The optical thickness criterion derived above is prob- 
ably appropriate to this geometry also. 

We can now apply these results to steady eruptions in 
which gas is released. First, consider the case where all the 
magmatic droplets are submillimeter in size, and assume that 
the mean droplet size is 10 -1 min. Figures 17a and 17b give 
maximum ejected droplet ranges as a function of gas content 
and effusion rate. For circular vents we use (66) to evaluate Ac 
at every point along the constant range curves in Figure 17a 

the above function for the relative thickness as a function of and so find the points at which Ac is one tenth the range. The 
range at 2.5 ø steps of elevation as in Figure 18; the total de- 
posit thickness at any range is made up of two components, 
the material arriving at elevation angles greater than and less 
than 45 ø. Clearly, ejecta accumulate preferentially near the 
vent and near the maximum range; roughly one eighth of the 
deposit volume lies within one tenth of the total deposit radius 

o 0.5 I 
FRACTIONAL RANGE 

Fig. 18. The relative thicknesses of pyroelastic deposits from cir- 
cular (solid curve) or elongate (dashed curve) lunar vents as a func- 
tion of fractional distance to the maximum range of pyroclasts. See 
text for discussion. 

locus of these points is shown as the dashed curve. To the left 
of this curve the ejecta cloud densities are such that the clouds 
are optically thin. Since thermal waves can pass through milli- 
meter-sized silicate droplets in times of less than a second 
[Sparks and Wilson, 1976] and the flight time for droplets to 
reach as little as 500 m range on the moon is 25 s, the droplets 
can and do cool very efficiently and accumulate to form a 
pyroelastic deposit. To the right of the line the optical density 
of the ejecta cloud prevents cooling except in the outermost 
part of the cloud, and the accumulating ejecta are expected to 
coalesce into a lava flow. The implications are that if lunar 
magmas produce less than 1000 ppm of CO or similar gas, 
then (1) central vents cannot produce pyroelastic constructs at 
all.. unless mass eruption rates are less than 3 x 105 kg/s, (2) 
the diameters of such deposits (which are expected to be sym- 
metrical) are not expected to be greater than 4 to 5 kin, and 
(3) the diameters of l•he deposits are almost entirely deter- 
mined by magma gas content and not mass eruption rate. The 
generalities of these conclusions would not change if the mean 
droplet size d were other than 10 -• mm (as long as it were not 
greater than a few millimeters, of course). Equation (66) 
shows that Ac is proportional to d/M, and so if the mean size 
were chosen to be larger or smaller by some specific factor, the 
boundary curve shown in Figure 17a would be moved to the 
right or left, respectively, parallel to the M axis, by the same 
factor. 
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TABLE 11. Approximate Values of the Maximum Ejection 
Velocity ust, Range, and Particle Size dm•x, for the Widely 
Dispersed Parts of Lunar Strombolian Deposits Given as 

a Function of n', the Fraction of the Ejected Material 
Which Consists of Gas 

Maximum 

Range, 
n' Ust , m/s km amax, mm P: L 

0.1 478 141 7 1:200 
0.2 676 282 10 1:500 

0.4 956 564 14 1:1,300 
0.9 1,434 1,269 21 1:18,000 

The corresponding ratios of pyroclastic droplet mass to erupted 
lava mass P: L are given for an average released magma CO content 
of 500 ppm by weight. 

The equivalent procedure for fissure sources involves (67) 
and Figure 17b. The boundary curves for d-- 10 -• mm is 
shown as before, and the general conclusions are the same. 
The most surprising aspect of the calculation is that appre- 
ciable pyroclastic ramparts can only be built up along fissure 

cosity of the magma will prevent it flowing out of the way ar- 
bitrarily quickly. The result will be an excess pressure in the 
bubble; indeed, when the typical dimension of the bubble is 
comparable to its depth below the surface, its detailed internal 
pressure distribution will be controlled completely by dy- 
namic processes. This fact is partially taken into account by 
Sparks' [1978] computer program, since it includes inertial 
and viscous dynamic terms in the bubble growth equation; 
however, these terms effectively assume that the bubble is 
spherical (although the program correctly takes account of 
bubble deformation in finding the bubble rise velocity). A 
complete treatment would require very detailed analysis of 
the deformation of bubbles both by drag at the vent walls and 
by intertial forces, and we do not attempt this here. Instead, 
we assume that the excess pressures (above hydrostatic pres- 
sure) calculated by Sparks' program are an adequate indicator 
of the effective average pressures in a bubble nearing the sur- 
face of a lava lake. Values generally in the range 0.01 to 0.1 
bar have been calculated by Blackburn [1977]. 

As a bubble approaches the surface, the liquid above it 
thins and attempts to flow out to the sides of the lava lake. In 

sources if the effusion rate is very low, less than 50 to 150 kg general, both the finite viscosity and the yield strength of the 
s -• m -•. Equation (27), which gives the maximum depth of lava act to inhibit this flow (although the yield strength is 
origin for a given effusion rate limited by cooling, implies that probably negligible in lunar basalts). As is the case with ter- 
such eruptions cannot take place at all if the magma source is 
at a depth greater than about 2.5 km below the lunar surface 
for a magma viscosity of 10 Pa s and a density contrast of 200 
kg/m 3. Even if the viscosity were as low as 1 Pa s and the den- 
sity contrast as high as 400 kg/m 3, the maximum depth would 
be about 5 km, while an amount of magma superheating 
equal to the temperature difference between the solidus and 
liquidus temperatures (on which (27) was based) would be 
needed to allow the depth of origin to be as great as 10 kin. 

Finally, we treat the case where the ejected fragments are 
not predominantly submillimeter in size by reference to Fig- 
ures 15a and 15b. The analysis proceeds in exactly the same 
way as in the preceding paragraphs. If the mean ejected clot 
size is less than about 10 mm, no combinations of gas content 
and effusion rate shown in 'the figures lead to deposits suffi- 
ciently cool to form pyroclastic structures. If the mean size is 
0.1 m, the regions shown stippled are occupied by pyroclastic 
constructs (which can be up to 400 m in radius for central 
vents and up to 120 m in total width for fissures). If the mean 

restrial strombolian activity, some kind of instability must set 
in before the overlying liquid thickness goes to zero, and the 
liquid layer disrupts into pyroclasts. Examination of movie 
film of terrestrial strombolian activity suggests [Blackburn, 
1977] that the largest pyroclasts have maximum dimensions of 
the order of several times the thickness of the liquid layer at 
the moment of disruption and minimum dimensions equal to 
the thickness. The same is almost certainly true on the moon, 
but we have no simple way of calculating what that thickness 
may be. There is the added complication that, as was the case 
with steady lunar fire fountains, the larger clots of liquid pro- 
duced by disruption of the overlying layer may themselves 
contain small bubbles which attempt to expand, thus causing 
further disruption. Again, a wide range of final pyroclast sizes 
is expected with diameters as small as a few tens of microns. 

2. Pyroclast velocities. As soon as the liquid layer above 
a rising bubble disrupts, the released gas begins to accelerate 
around the pyroclasts as an expansion wave propagates into 
the gas. Consideration of the liquid flow field around the 

size is 1 m (which is probably unrealistically large), the region bubble shows that all the pyroclasts have an initial upward ve- 
of cinder formation extends into all of the zone to the left of locity less than or comparable to the rise velocity of the 
the dotted line. Cones up to 6 or 8 km in diameter could be bubble just before it bursts. The largest clasts may be only 
formed around central vents, and ridges up to 1 km in total slightly accelerated subsequently by the drag forces resulting 
width could be produced around fissure vents; very high effu- from the relative motion, while the smallest may be acceler- 
sion rates would be required, however. ated very quickly and remain locked to the gas motion for 

some time. The main difference between this process and its 
equivalent in the case of a steady lunar fire fountain is that in 

E. Lunar Strombolian Eruptions the latter case all of the liquid has essentially the same speed 
1. The strombolian explosion process. Figure 13 shows as the gas up to the moment of disruption and so all of the 

the variation of maximum bubble size with effusion rate and pyroclasts, especially the largest, have a much higher initial 
released CO content for lunar basalts; the circumstances an- velocity at the start of the subsequent phase of particle sorting 
der which catastrophic bubble growth occurs to fill the width in the expanding gas cloud. Thus lunar strombolian ex- 
of the conduit or fissure are shown. Once this condition is plosions should lead to a higher degree of sorting for a given 
reached on the moon, the bubble will attempt to continue to 
occupy the full width of the vent, even if the vent lies in a top- 
ographic depression and opens out into a lava lake, since the 
gas in the bubble is striving to expend to infinite volume at the 
essentially zero pressure level of the lava lake surface. In prac- 
tice, dynamic effects will limit the growth, since the finite vis- 

total range of particle sizes than lunar fire fountain eruptions. 
If the velocities of the coarsest ejecta are approximated by 

the rise speeds of bubbles near the surface, then Sparks' pro- 
gram shows that they will be in the range 1 to 3 m/s for bub- 
bles with diameters from 1 to 10 m. Such ejecta would only be 
thrown to distances of a few meters. If, on the other hand, the 
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smallest droplets stay locked to the gas long enough for the or absence of the strombolian explosion style. It is possible to 
gas pressure to decrease by a few orders of magnitude, then summarize the results contained in Figures 13 to 18 in the fol- 
these droplets can reach high speeds and large ranges [Hous- lowing manner: 
ley, 1978]. Let us, be the final velocity of the spray of gas and 1. Conduit sources. 
small droplets as a result of the gas expansion from an initial In a steady eruption (i.e., M >> 100 kg/s) in which magma 
temperature To and pressure Po to a final pressure P, and let n' is disrupted into mainly submillimeter droplets the following 
be the weight fraction of gas in the expanding mixture. It is occur: 
probably safe to assume that the gas expansion is adiabatic, 1. For M > 105 kg/s all ejecta coalesce into a lava flow fed 
since most of the decompression must occur quickly over a from a circular lava pool with radius commonly up to 3 km; 
distance equal to a few times the diameter of the bursting pool radius increases with both M and n (Figure 17a). 
bubble. The small spatial scale and lack of a surrounding me- 2. For -• 100 < M < 105 kg/s, ejecta form a cooled circular 
dium mean that the potential energy and friction terms can be blanket up to 2.5-km radius; radius increases mainly with n 
neglected in (1); use of (10) then leads to (Figure 17a); deposit thickness greatest near vent and at maxi- 

mum range (Figure 18); lava flow formation from vent is pos- 

us'2= (y 1)m 1- •oo (68) sible but unlikely. - In a steady eruption (i.e., M >>' 100 kg/s) in which magma 

while (10) itself implies that the gas density Ps decreases from is disrupted into clots in the size range 10 mm to 1 m the fol- 
its initial value Pso so that lowing occur: 

p• = pgo(P/Po) '/• (69) 

where Pso is given by (5) as mPo/QTo. If we take as typical val- 
ues Po -- 0.05 bars, To -- 1200 K and insert the constants, we 
find Pso -- 1.5 x 10 -2 kg/m 3. The value to be adopted for n' is 
a function of the bubble bursting geometry, since the weight 
fraction of the ejecta which consists of gas is equal to the ratio 
of the mass of gas in the bubble to the sum of the masses of 
the gas and that part of the liquid surface layer which is con- 
verted to pyroclastic droplets. Again, it is hard to specify a 
typical value. For terrestrial strombolian explosions, n' ranges 
from 0.1 to 0.3 in many cases [Blackburn et al., 1976] but can 
be in excess of 0.9 [Chouet et al., 1974]. We initially select a 
value of 0.2; Table 10 then show some values of us, and pg as a 
function of decreasing (P/Po). Also shown are the diameters 
dmax of the dense (3000 kg/m 3) droplets which have terminal 
velocities in the gas just equal to the gas velocity, calculated 
by the method of Walker et al. [1971]. Only droplets a few 
times smaller than this size can remain locked to the gas, 
though it is clear that if the lunar magma is thoroughly frag- 
mented this could include the majority of pyroclasts. 

Alternative values of n' change the velocities and sizes of 
supported droplets, us, varying as V• 7 and dmax varying in ap- 
proximately the same way. If values several times smaller than 
0.2 are assumed, the ultimate velocity is still of order a few 
hundred meters per second, and the supported droplets can be 
up to at least several millimeters in size. It is clearly hard to 
avoid these droplets being dispersed over regions with radii of 
order many tens of kilometers on the moon. If values of n' up 
to about 0.9 are allowed, the above particle sizes are doubled, 
and ranges are quadrupled. However, if n' is large, this simply 
implies that only a small part of the magma is blasted away in 
each explosion; the rest effuses to form a lava flow. Table 11 
summarizes these results by giving maximum values of par- 
ticle size, ejection velocity, and deposit radius for several val- 
ues of n' calculated at P/Po = 10 -3. Also given are the ratios of 
pyroclast mass to lava mass implied if the average exsolved 
magma CO content is 500 ppm. 

1. For M > 10 7 kg/s for all n or n > --•200 ppm for all M, 
all ejecta coalesce into a flow fed from a circular pool with 
radius commonly up to 2 or 3 km; pool radius depends mainly 
on M (Figure 15a). 

2. For M > 107 kg/s and n < -•200 ppm, ejecta form a 
cooled circular blanket with radius up to 300 m; blanket 
radius increases with M and decreases with n (Figure 15a); de- 
posit thickness greatest near vent; lava flow formation is pos- 
sible but unlikely. 

In the case of strombolian activity (i.e., M •< 100 kg/s), lava 
flow from vent is quite likely; coarse clots accumulate within 
10 to 20 m of vent to form spatter cone; submillimeter fines 
expelled to many tens of kilometers; clasts in the size range 1 
to 10 mm may collect into cinder cone within a few hundred 
meters of vent. 

2. Fissure sources. 

In a steady eruption (i.e., M/L >> 100 kg s -! rn -!) in which 
magma is disrupted into mainly submillimeter droplets, all 
ejecta coalesce into a flow fed from a zone parallel to the fis- 
sure and up to 4 km in total width; zone width increases 
mainly with n (Figure 17b). 

In a steady eruption (i.e., M/L >> 100 kg s -! m -!) in which 
magma is disrupted into clots mainly in the size range 10 mm 
to 1 m the following occur: 

1. For M/L > 3 x 104 kg s -! m -! for all n or n > -•100 
ppm for all M/L, all ejecta coalesce into a flow fed from a 
zone parallel to the fissure and up to 2 km wide; zone width 
increases mainly with M/L (Figure 15b). 

2. For M/L < 3 x 104 kg s -! m -! and n < --•100 ppm, 
ejecta form cool blanket parallel to the fissure and up to 150 
m wide; blanket width increases with M/L and decreases with 
n (Figure 15b); blanket thickness is greatest near maximum 
range (Figure 18); lava flow formation is possible but unlikely. 

In the case of strombolian activity (i.e., M/L <• 100 kg s-' 
m-l), lava flow from vent is quite likely; coarse clots accumu- 
late within 10 to 20 m to form spatter ridge on either side ot 
the fissure; submillimeter fines ejected to many tens of kilome- 
ters; clasts in the size range 1 to 10 mm may collect into cinder 
ridge within a few hundred meters of fissure. 

F. Synthesis of Lunar Eruption Styles 

A number of the results of the previous sections on various 
types of lunar basaltic eruption are not mutually exclusive, es- 
pecially in terms of the interaction of the restrictions imposed 
by (1) consideration of clast cooling rates and (2) the presence 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A. General 

1. Relatively simple mathematical models of the motion 
of gas/liquid mixtures, such as those proposed by McGetchin 
and Ullrich [1973] and Pai et al. [1978] and applied to terres- 
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trial acid eruptions by Wilson et al. [1980] are adequate to 
treat basaltic eruptions provided that allowance is made for 
the coalescence of gas bubbles and that realistic geological 
and petrochemical constraints are applied to the numerical 
values of the variables involved. 

2. Gas exsolution from magmas on the earth and moon 
(and Mars) only occurs at relatively shallow depths (com- 
monly less than 2 km for terrestrial and lunar basalts). As a 
result it is generally convenient to consider separately the rise 
of bubble-free magmatic liquid at depth in a planetary crust 
and the more complex motions which occur near the surface 
as gas is exsolved. 

3. A lower limit is set to the width of the dike or conduit 

up which a magma can rise from a given depth, either by the 
presence of a finite yield strength in the magma or by the need 
to avoid excessive cooling of the magma during its ascent. The 
latter constraint is controlled mainly by the magma viscosity. 
For a wide range of magma types it is found that if the yield 
strength at depth is greater than a few hundred N/m 2, then 
yield strength rather than viscosity will limit the ability of the 
magma to erupt. 

4. Bubble coalescence, leading to intermittent explosive 
activity of strombolian style, will occur in any magma near 
the surface if the rise speed is sufficiently slow or the viscosity 
(and yield strength) are sufficiently small. For the commonly 
occurring basalts on both the earth and moon the rise speed in 
the crust must be greater than 0.5 to 1 m/s if strombolian ac- 
tivity is to be avoided and relatively steady fire fountaining is 
to take place. 

B. Earth 

1. For terrestrial basalts commonly having viscosities not 
less than 102 Pa s and negligible yield strengths, dike or con- 
duit widths in the range 0.2 to 0.6 m are needed to allow erup- 
tions from depths between 500 m and 20 kin. Corresponding 
minimum mass eruption rates lie in the range 10 to 300 kg/s 
for isolated central conduits and in the range 30 to 500 kg s -I 
m -I length of fissure for elongate vents. To accommodate the 
output rates of 3 x 10 n kg s -• m -• estimated for the Columbia 
River flood basalt eruptions [Swanson et al., 1975], fissures up 
to about 4 m wide would be needed. 

2. Fire fountain height is dictated by the vertical velocity 
of the magma/gas dispersion emerging through the vent, and 
both quantities increase with increasing magma gas content, 
increase with increasing mass eruption rate, and decrease with 
increasing magma viscosity: see Figures 7a and 7b, Tables 7 
and 8, and equation (33). Fire fountains up to 500 m high im- 
ply the release of up to about 0.4 wt % of water from the 
magma, corresponding to initial water contents up to about 
0.6 wt %. 

C. Moon 

1. Lunar basaltic eruptions differed from their current ter- 
restrial counterparts in that the magmatic liquids were pro- 
duced at relatively great depths and were relatively dense 
compared to the upper lunar crust; however, consideration of 
the topography of mare basins, based on the treatment of 
Solomon [1975], shows that the effective density contrast driv- 
ing lunar eruptions was similar to the actual density contrast 
driving terrestrial basaltic eruptions. 

2. The main volatile released from lunar magmas was 
probably carbon monoxide, produced in amounts up to sev- 
eral hundred ppm [Housley, 1978]--proportionately less by 

more than an order of magnitude than is common in terres- 
trial magmas. However, the much greater energy release per 
unit mass from this gas as it decompressed to the near-zero 
ambient lunar atmospheric pressure, coupled with the fact 
that both vertical and horizontal expansion of the gas must 
have occurred, imply a much more efficient use of the avail- 
able gas on the moon than on the earth. The gas volume frac- 
tion would reach 0.75, leading to magma disruption, at depths 
of 14 and 41 m for CO contents of 250 and 750 ppm, respec- 
tively; some measure of magma disruption must always have 
taken place in lunar eruptions unless either the gas content 
were truly zero or the magma possessed an appreciable yield 
strength. 

3. The differences between terrestrial and lunar magma 
rheologies and crustal environments do not lead to gross dif- 
ferences between the effusion rates expected on these two 
planets through fissures or conduits of a given size (Tables 3- 
6). Consequently, the recognition of high effusion rate fea- 
tures such as long lava flows and sinuous rilles on the moon 
implies only that the tectonic and other forces associated with 
the onset of some lunar eruptions were such as to allow wide 
fissures or conduits to form. Since a single, high effusion rate, 
large volume eruption can bury the products of many earlier, 
smaller events it is difficult to assess the relati•re frequency of 
high- and low-effusion rate eruptions on the Moon from pho- 
tographs alone. It is possible, however, that the common oc- 
currence of high effusion rate eruptions could explain the ap- 
parent absence of large lunar basaltic shield volcanoes [Head 
and Gifford, 1980]; recognizable individual shields can only be 
built up when the mean distance flowed by lavas from one 
source area is substantially less than the mean spacing be- 
tween sources. 

4. The surface widths of elongate fissure vents need be no 
wider than 10 m to permit the occurrence of mass eruption 
rates up to 10 times larger than those proposed for terrestrial 
flood basalt eruptions; effusion rates 100 times larger could be 
accommodated by 25-m-wide vents. As a result, elongate fis- 
surelike structures with widths of many tens to hundreds of 
meters commonly identified as lunar vents [Schultz, 1976; 
Head, 1976] are rarely likely to represent the true vent sizes 
directly. These structures may be the results of collapse 
around a vent after eruption ceases or may be produced by ac- 
cumulation of pyroclastic debris in some circumstances. 

5. In order to determine the total volume of partial melt 
separated from the source area one must know both the vol- 
ume emplaced on the lunar surface [Head, 1975] and the vol- 
ume emplaced between the source and the surface [Head, 
1980] in the form of dikes, sills, and other intrusive bodies. 
Dikes of dense basaltic magma could readily have penetrated 
the relatively low-density lunar crust to some extent even in 
the absence of impact-excavated basins provided the primary 
source regions were at sufficient depth. The greater the depth 
of the source region, the closer to the surface can a liquid of 
given density rise. As the lunar lithosphere thickened with 
time and the lunar mantle cooled during the period of mare 
basin filling, source regions for partial melts Probably mi- 
grated to greater depths, and eruptions of dense mare basalts 
into topographic depressions became more likely in terms of 
the hydrostatics of the events. If it is accepted as likely that 
the available volumes of partial melt decreased with time dur- 
ing lunar history, then it follows that dikes should form a 
larger percentage of the deep crust than the near-surface crust 
and that the total volume of dike matehal at depth should be 
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substantially greater than the inferred volume of basaltic lava 
actually erupted onto the lunar surface [Head, 1975]. 

6. In cases where dense, rising liquids failed to reach the 
s,,,.Co,•o but encountered ,'e!ot;,,ely ;nonmn•t•nt layers, sills or 
shallow magma reservoirs could have been formed in the 
same way as on earth. It is conceivable that later eruptions 
could hav-• tog_•, •]•_,-_• _fram any such reservoirs large enough 
to avoid rapid cooling if either later tensional tectonic adjust- 
ments provided easy pathways to the surface or chemical re- 
actions produced a build-up of gas pressure which led to frac- 
turing of the overburden. In the latter case, the solubilities of 
all the likely gas species are such that the reservoirs would 
have to have been within about 2 km of the surface. 

7. Considerations of the details of basaltic eruption proc- 
esses on the moon lead to the prediction of several types of 
volcanic landforms. We discuss elsewhere the correlation of 

these landforms with specific lunar features (J. W. Head and 
L. Wilson, manuscripts in preparation, 1980). 

Circular pyroclastic blankets formed around a central 
vent: These should be low and wide relative to terrestrial 

counterparts (but the ratio height/width is proportional to 
eruption duration for fixed M and n). Blankets which are rela- 
tively thick both near the vent and near the max, imum range 
(domelike or shieldlike) and which have a well-defined outer 
edge would be the products of eruptions in which most of the 
magma was disrupted into submillimeter droplets and in 
which M lay in the range 102 to 105 kg/s; blanket radii up to 
2.4 km would be expected for released gas contents, n, up to 
750 ppm. Blankets which are relatively thick only near the 
vent (low cone shape) and have radii up to 300 m would be 
products of eruptions in which all the magma was disrupted 
into clots larger than several millimeters, in which n was less 
than about 200 ppm and in which M lay in the range 102 to 
10 7 kg/s; such lOW, conelike features could be wider (up to 1.5 
to 2 km radius for M up to 106 kg?s) if magma fragments were 
concentrated into the size range I to 10 mm. In all the above 
cases, lava flows could easily be absent; flows would be 
formed, however, if either M or n became small at any stage 
during the eruption. 

Circular 'regions' up to 3 km radius around a central vent 
which are the sources of major lava flows: These would be 
formed for M greater than 105 kg/s if most of the magma were 
disrupted into submillimeter droplets or for M greater than 
107 kg/s if the magma disrupted mainly into clots larger than 
a few millimeters. We shah explore elsewhere the possibility 
that these regions are the circular depressions that appear to 
be the sources of some sinuous ribes. 

Circular pyroclastic cones, commonly less than 50 m in 
radius, acting as the sources of minor lava flows: These would 

formed for the same ranges of values of M/L and n if magma 
were disrupted mainly into clasts in the 1 to 10 mm size range. 
In both the above cases, lava flows would commonly be ab- 
sent. However, ridges up to about 500 m wide with associated 
lava flows could be formed by strombolian activity with M/L 
less than a few hundred kg s -I m -• provided the explosions 
disrupted the magma into clots mainly in the 1 to 10 mm size 
range. Otherwise, strombolian activity from fissure sources 
would build very narrow spatter ridges (up to about 40 m 
wide) from coarse ejecta and distribute a thin blanket of sub- 
millimeter droplets for distances up to tens of kilometers. 

Elongate regions up to 4 km wide which are the sources of 
major lava flows: These would be associated with the great 
majority of high effusion rate eruptions from fissures. The di- 
rection of drainage of lava flows away from these source re- 
gions would depend on local topography. Where such drain- 
age was along the direction of the controlling fissure, a 
pyroclastic rampart could be built up parallel to the fissure at 
the maximum range of the ejected material due to deposition 
of relatively cool clasts in the optically thin outermost part of 
the ejecta cloud. Where lava drainage was at right angles to 
the fissure direction, any cool clasts would be rafted away on 
the flow. 

Dark mantle deposits: These should take the form of very 
extensive but thin deposits; diameters could commonly be up 
to 50 km and might be as large as 200 kin. Sources would ei- 
ther be vents from which steady eruptions occurred at high ef- 
fusion rates but only a small fraction (of the order of 1%) of 
the magma disrupted into submillimeter droplets (Figure 16) 
or low effusion rate eruptions in which strombolian activity 
occurred. Thus dark mantle deposits are not particularly diag- 
nostic of high or low effusion rates, high or low magma gas 
contents, or geometric shape of source vent. It can, however, 
be asserted that the total mass of material ejected into a dark 
mantle deposit must consist of submillimeter droplets an d 
must be much less than the mass of material ejected into near- 
vent flows or pyroclastic structures: by a factor of order 100 in 
the case of high effusion rate eruptions and by a factor of or- 
der 1000 in the case of strombolian explosions. Dark halo cra- 
ters of the Alphonsus type appear to be produced by a differ- 
ent eruptlop process, one analogous to terrestrial vulcanJan 
explosive activity [Head and Wilson, 1979]. 

Hybrid sources: We stress the fact that where a vent region 
is fissure-controlled but only parts of the fissure system are 
wide enough at depth to allow rapid magma rise, the result 
will be a series of relatively isolated vents aligned along the 
fissure. In these cases, and in any other cases where the typical 
ranges of ejecta are much greater than the active length of an 
elongate vent, it will be much more accurate to treat the sys- 
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